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1. Introduction
What is CORE?
CORE is a national information source funded by the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities (DLUHC) that records information on the characteristics of both private registered
providers’ and local authorities’ new social housing tenants and the homes they rent and buy. It is
an invaluable data source as it provides record level information, including household
characteristics, primary reason for housing, the source of referral and previous tenure of
households.
We would like to thank all participants in the system, especially all of the staff of housing
associations, for their time and hard work. It is their contribution that has made CORE such a
success and the resulting data a useful resource.

Who is required to participate in CORE?
Any provider registered with the Regulator of Social Housing (RSH) is required to
complete CORE lettings logs fully and accurately. Social landlords that are not registered
with the RSH but affiliated to the National Housing Federation (NHF) are invited to
complete CORE logs. Completion of the CORE sales log is voluntary but strongly
encouraged.
The 2 types of registered providers that submit CORE data are:
•
•

Local Authorities (LAs) – commonly known as ‘council housing’; and
Private Registered Providers (PRPs) – commonly known as ‘housing associations’ (HAs)

The term ‘social landlord’ or ‘landlord’ is used throughout this Manual in reference to all
Registered Providers.
DLUHC requires all stock-holding local authorities to be providing data to CORE, as
CORE forms part of the ‘Single Data List’, which covers all of the data returns local
authorities are required to provide. Information on the Single Data List can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/government/policies/making-local-councils-more-transparent-andaccountable-to-local-people/supporting-pages/single-data-list
Responsibility for completing CORE lettings logs lies with the landlord owning the social
housing stock let, even if it is managed by another body such as a voluntary agency, other
registered social landlord or any other agency. However, the owning landlord may ask the
managing agent to complete logs on their behalf. The definition of ownership is as follows :
•
•

Freehold held stock or held on a lease of 21 years or more (original term).
Where the landlord has granted a lease of less than 21 years (original term) to another
body, the landlord retains ownership and, therefore, must ensure that CORE logs are
submitted for these properties. The original term refers to the lease term first granted, so
that if the property is then sub-leased to another organisation before its original term has
expired, ownership is still based on the original term. For example, Private Registered
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Provider (A) has a property on a 99-year lease but sub-leases the property to another
Private Registered Provider (B) on a 7-year lease. Responsibility for ensuring CORE logs
are submitted for the property lies with the Private Registered Provider (A) who has the
99-year lease and, by definition, ownership of the property.

What is CORE used for?
DLUHC policy makers and practitioners regard CORE as an essential tool for monitoring housing
costs, assessing affordability and developing policy. CORE data are used:
•
•
•
•

For policy monitoring and development (e.g. through detailed local analysis of allocations);
As a component of the Retail Price Index (RPI) by the Office for National Statistics;
By other government departments (e.g. forming part of how the Armed Forces Covenant
monitors access to social housing for veterans);
To respond to Freedom of Information (FOI) requests and Parliamentary Questions (PQs).

Non-government bodies also use CORE data. For example:
•
•

Housing providers use analysis of their own data to inform their housing management
strategies and to benchmark their own performance;
Academics, researchers, charities and the public access record level data through the UK
Data Archive to better understand social housing issues.

Quarterly reports and interactive graphical analysis tools are available from the ‘Analyse
CORE Data’ section of the CORE website. Members of the public can view national and
local authority-level totals and breakdowns by each variable (subject to confidentiality
requirements), whilst individual registered providers on the CORE website can also access
organisation-level versions to monitor and benchmark their lettings and sales. These should
not be regarded as final data as log submissions may still be made for each quarterly
period right up to the end of year cut-off.
DLUHC publish the official ‘CORE Social Housing Letting National Statistics’ publication each
year, comprising a report, infographic, summary tables, sub-national tables and maps. These
are published annually in the Autumn following the end of the reporting year and can be found
at: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/rents-lettings-and-tenancies
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2. Available guidance
This manual
This manual provides a detailed explanation of the data required in the CORE Lettings and Sales
log forms, such as definitions and which types of lettings and sales should be reported. It is
advised to use this Manual alongside data collection from tenants and/or purchasers and when
completing data entry. If in doubt, please consult this Manual.

Online user guides
Separate guides are also available to assist users with the functionality of the CORE system,
including screenshots guiding users through each action. There are 3 guides: 1 each for Data
Providers, Co-ordinators and members of the public. All are available from the 'Guides and
Manuals' page of the CORE site.

Log forms and bulk upload templates
The 'Guides and Manuals' page of the CORE website contains the following, each for lettings
and sales separately:
• Log forms – these paper versions of the forms can be used for tenant interviews but all data
must be submitted online through the CORE system;
• Log forms with guidance notes – as above, including short guidance (more detailed guidance
and a glossary can be found in this Manual);
• Bulk Upload templates – the file to complete and upload to the CORE system to submit
multiple records simultaneously; and
• eCORE specifications – descriptions of the format and data requirements to be used in the
Bulk Upload templates.

CORE Helpdesk
Please contact us through our customer portal, ensuring you select the appropriate query type:
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
Queries received via the customer portal are likely to be resolved quicker than those received
by email as the portal prompts users to complete the specific information that the Helpdesk
requires for your query type.
If emailing, please contact mhclg.digital-services@communities.gov.uk, giving the subject as
“CORE – “ followed by a brief summary of your query.
Our telephone helpline is also available on 0303 202 5084 (open 09:00-17:30 on weekdays).
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Training
Acuity Research & Practice Ltd (Acuity) (a research and consultancy agency, specialising in social
housing) run all of the CORE training courses previously offered by the National Housing
Federation, with the CORE course remaining one of the key elements of the research training
programme. Further information can be found at Acuity Ltd.’s website, www.arap.co.uk
Why CORE is important and why training is needed
CORE is an essential tool for monitoring housing costs and affordability, turnover of stock, mobility
within different client groups and general trends and patterns in respect of new tenants entering
the social housing sector. Participating in CORE is highly beneficial, allowing landlords to review
their lettings figures, produce performance information and explore trends in the sector. Ultimately,
this allows them to manage their business more effectively. Training is a key part of any
successful collection system in order to ensure high quality data is recorded.
Types of training on offer
Acuity continues to provide training to social landlords aimed at improving their understanding and
management of CORE and promoting the use of CORE data. 2 types of training are available
(although this can be mixed and matched to suit your requirements).
1. Introductory/Refresher course (training for front line staff involved in CORE)
2. Advanced course. Management of CORE process, analysis and use of CORE data (for Coordinators, Housing Managers, Policy and Research staff)
Courses
Courses are currently being offered via an online webinar to groups of up to six participants per
session, either from different organisations or they can be run for an in-house team. The courses
are around 2 hours with a short break and run via Zoom conferencing. The courses are designed
to improve learning and understanding around CORE in a relaxed, friendly and enjoyable
environment.
The Introductory/Refresher course will include the background and purpose of CORE, good
practice in collecting accurate data and a detailed run through the current log (Lettings and/or
Sales) focusing on year-on-year changes and updates.
The Advanced course will focus more on the management of the CORE process and the
extraction and analysis of CORE data. Each course is interactive and can be tailored to your
requirements and can contain elements from other courses.
Delegates will need access to a PC/laptop with internet access. Dates can be arranged to fit the
groups and the latest series of courses are available from 2 November 2021 onwards.
Contact details
For more information about any of the courses and costs, please contact Pete Lomax at Acuity
Ltd. on 07939 158080 or email: pete.lomax@arap.co.uk
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3. Collecting data
Do I need to interview the tenant or purchaser to complete the CORE log?
Yes – this will be necessary unless you have already collected the data requested for CORE
through previous interviews or questionnaires.
If you are unable to interview a tenant or purchaser, please use your existing records where
these are not more than 3 months old. Use of existing data must be in accordance with the
principles of the General Data Protection Requirements (GDPR) 2018.
The questions in the sections on household details should be asked directly of the household.
Therefore, it would be useful to give tenants prior warning that you will be collecting
information on, for example, income, rent and benefits, for example, to ensure that they have
this information to hand.
If a tenant or purchaser is unwilling to answer questions, explain to the tenant that the
information they give to CORE will be provided anonymously, and that it is vital in helping build
a whole picture of social housing, which the Government then use to inform social housing
policy. DLUHC’s privacy notice should be made available to all tenants and purchasers to
provide them with clarity on why and how information is collected, whilst meeting legal data
protection requirements.
If a tenant or purchaser is still unwilling or unable to answer questions, please select the
‘Refused’ or ‘Don’t Know’ options. These should be used as a last resort.
For General Needs lettings, question 22 onwards can be completed separately using data
already collected and held in internal records, such as housing register applications. For
Supported Housing lettings, these questions are not required as this information is already
available when the relevant management group and scheme were created. For individual logs,
therefore, users only need to know the appropriate management group and scheme codes.
For Sales, question 11 onwards can be completed separately and do not require the
purchaser’s consent. If the purchaser is unwilling or unable to answer some or all of questions
1 to 10, select ‘Purchaser(s) refused to answer some or all questions in Part A’ on the log.
Information can be submitted directly online whilst interviewing the tenant or purchaser.
Alternatively, paper versions of the Lettings and Sales logs, both with and without guidance
notes, are available for download from the 'Guides and Manuals' page of the CORE website.

Typical questions tenants may ask when taking part in the CORE survey:
Question: Will I be identified? Will this affect my tenancy or sale?
Answer: No. Your information is provided anonymously to DLUHC and we do not collect your
name, your full address or your National Insurance number. The information we collect will not
affect your benefits, services or treatments that you get. We collect, process, store and use
your information in accordance with the law. We use it for statistical and research purposes
only (e.g. to better understand the social housing market and inform social housing policy).
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Question: Why are you asking for this information?
Answer: It is to help us to ensure our lettings are fair and affordable. We use this information to
monitor how we are letting our homes and to compare our performance to other providers of
social housing. The information we collect will not affect a tenant or purchaser’s benefits,
services or treatments that you get. The Department for Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities and other Government and research bodies use the data to help understand the
broader picture of lettings across England. They can then change social housing policy using
that understanding.
Question: What is CORE?
Answer: CORE is a data collection programme that has been running since 1989 and which
collects information on who is going into what type of housing in England. It covers all
registered providers of social housing. The results are widely used for statistical research and
policy making.
Question: Why are you asking me about my ethnic group?
Answer: The purpose of this question is to help us to discover whether people have fair access
when they apply for housing. It is a legal requirement that people are treated equally. The
information gathered from this question will be used to help us to fight racial discrimination and
improve the quality of our services. If you do not wish to answer this question, you can choose
to refuse.
Question: Why do you need details of my income?
Answer: Together with information on rents, this helps us and the Government understand how
affordable social housing is for tenants and looks at patterns of income and rent across
England. We have greatly simplified the data required on income in recent years so it should
now be much easier to provide.
Question: Why are you asking me about whether I have served in the Armed Forces?
Answer: The Government’s ‘Armed Forces Covenant’ sets out its aims to support members of
the Armed Forces, whether currently serving or former members. For social housing, this is
primarily ensuring that members of the Armed Forces are not disadvantaged by criteria such
as local residency tests. Collecting this information in CORE allows the Government to monitor
this.

Data protection considerations
Data you collect for CORE on the behalf of the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and
Communities is permitted by the General Data Protection Regulation, appended to the Data
Protection Act 2018.
Data collection must have a lawful basis, which for CORE is that the processing is necessary
for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest to meet a function of the Crown,
a Minister of the Crown or a government department.
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CORE data is used for statistical and research purposes only. It does not affect a
tenant/purchaser’s benefits, services or treatments they get. It is used to better understand the
social housing sector and inform social housing policy.
When data is published as part of the DLUHC’s annual National Statistics, it is aggregated.
When data is shared with specific public sector bodies, for research and statistical purposes
only, where the use of the data is necessary and proportionate (e.g. allowing the Regulator of
Social Housing to exercise their role in providing adequate housing). Record level data is
deposited with the ‘UK Data Archive’. But it is anonymised and can only be accessed by
academics, charities and researchers under tightly controlled licenses.
Data Providers (local authorities and housing associations) do not require the consent of
tenants/purchasers to provide the information to DLUHC but tenants/purchasers have the right
to know how and for what purpose their data is being collected, held and used. Housing
Officers should explain this to tenants/purchasers at the point of collection using the DLUHC
Privacy Notice, found on the 'Guides and Manuals' page of the CORE website.
Within your organisation, a Data Protection Officer must sign a Data Sharing Agreement with
DLUHC. They must confirm in the CORE system that they have done this, via ticking a box,
before your organisation can submit data. The Data Protection Officer is also responsible for
putting in place processes to ensure that all new tenants/purchasers are shown DLUHC’s
Privacy Notice, or that your organisation’s Privacy Notice contains a link to the DLUHC
version.
You are responsible for ensuring data you are entering has been handled appropriately, and
you must tick a box for each log to confirm the correct processes have been followed.
You must retain source data/paper log forms until at least the Autumn after the end of the
reporting year to which your log pertains when the annual dataset is finalised (i.e. 2021/22
forms should be retained until at least Autumn 2022). Your organisation will decide how long
they choose to retain the forms beyond that, provided they abide by legal requirements.
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4. Submitting data
How to submit CORE data
CORE data should be submitted as close as possible to the tenancy start date or sales
transaction. This will allow for data to be fully validated and reported within the quarterly
reporting windows. Timely log submission will improve the quality of the data in your quarterly
reports and in the data DLUHC provides for the calculation of the Retail Price Index (RPI).
Data can only be submitted online through the CORE system. There are two methods available:
1. Log Creation: responding to the questions on the CORE form on an online questionnaire;
or
2. Bulk upload: using a format specification provided by the CORE Team, software
suppliers and other organisations can create a CORE data file by extracting
information from existing housing management databases in the required format. The
submitting organisation is responsible for ensuring that the file meets the specification
and that the data is valid. The extract files need to be uploaded directly onto the online
system. Uploaded logs may still need further validation if unexpected data is found.
Due to the fundamental difference in log questions, Lettings logs with different let
types and Sales logs must be uploaded separately.

Data validation and quality
Registered providers should have administrative systems that ensure the logs are completed
accurately and are checked before being submitted online. Co-ordinators within your
organisation should ensure that all logs with a Saved (incomplete) or Invalid status are
processed in a timely manner and in adherence with quarterly cut off dates, as defined by
DLUHC.
Invalid logs will be queried with Data Providers, so it is your interest to submit accurate
information first time round. The same validation procedures are applied regardless of the
method of submission.
To ensure that the high quality of CORE data is maintained, the CORE Team regularly
monitors individual landlords’ performance in CORE. Specific concerns may be passed to the
Regulator of Social Housing in terms of indicating potential issues with meeting their
Regulatory requirements.
Performance is assessed in terms of:
•
•
•

Promptness of data submission
Number of logs submitted compared with the number of lettings or sales recorded in
previous years
Query resolution

Performance reporting tools are also available both at user and organisation-level to encourage
users to monitor data quality and identify areas for improvement.
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Managing agents
Please take care that logs are not submitted twice, once by the managing agent and once by
the owning organisation, for example.
CORE logs should be recorded under:
• The managing organisation’s name and code for General Needs lettings;
• The owning organisation’s name and code for Supported Housing lettings and sales.
The owning organisation’s name and code will need to be supplied as a separate question
within the General Needs lettings log.
A managing agent (as opposed to a general service provider) deals with the tenant’s
obligations rather than purely their requirements. It is this difference that signifies they have
been empowered by the landlord to properly “manage” the property.
Key queries to consider over whether an organisation qualifies as a managing agent should
include:
• Are they responsible for allocating and/or managing the set-up and termination of new
tenants?
• Are they responsible for enforcing agreements stipulated in the tenancy agreements to
any degree (e.g. do they deal with complaints, damages to the property, failures to pay
rent (aside from simply monitoring them))?
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5. CORE Lettings – which letting types to report
A Lettings log should be completed for each new letting in general needs and supported social
housing, including renewals of fixed-term tenancies (see the ‘Renewals’ section below). The
Lettings Glossary in section 11 defines the housing terms used in this Manual.

Letting types that should be included
•

Residents in general needs housing allocated a new let or relet with an assured, assured
shorthold or secure tenancy. If fixed-term, only tenancies of 2 years or more should be
reported – tenancies shorter than this are regarded as temporary.

•

Residents in supported housing allocated a new let or relet either under a license
agreement, assured shorthold tenancy, secure tenancy or an assured tenancy. Only record
lettings in social housing and those in care homes. All supported housing tenancies should
be reported regardless of length.

•

Lettings on a starter/introductory basis should be recorded at the commencement of this
introductory period with tenancy type and length based on the tenancy characteristics once
the starter/introductory period has been completed.

•

Affordable Rent lettings – where up to 80% of market rent can be charged. A new supply
agreement is signed with Homes England or the Greater London Authority (GLA).

•

London Affordable Rent lettings – a tenure of affordable housing available in London by the
GLA. It is an affordable rent which must be set in accordance with the Regulator of Social
Housing’s Affordable Rent guidance. The landlord of these homes must be registered with
the Regulator of Social Housing. These are submitted via the Affordable Rent lettings form.

•

Intermediate Rent lettings – sub-market rent where the rent must not exceed 80% of the
current market rate (inclusive of service charge). This can include schemes with specific
eligibility criteria, the reduced rent is an opportunity for the tenant to save towards a house
purchasing deposit. As part of the intermediate rent arrangement there may also be a future
opportunity to purchase the property (or a share of the property) currently being rented.

•

Rent to Buy lettings – where a discount of up to 20% market rent is charged for a single
rental period for a minimum of 5 years. After that period, the tenant is offered first chance to
purchase the property (either shared ownership or outright) at full market value. These are
submitted via the Intermediate Rent lettings form.

•

London Living Rent lettings – a tenure of affordable housing available in London by the
GLA. It was introduced in Affordable Homes Programme 2016-21. These are submitted via
the Intermediate Rent lettings form.

•

Renewals of fixed-term tenancies - from 2018/19, we have included a specific mechanism to
record renewals via question 27 (see ‘Renewals’ section below).

•
•

Residents who have been transferred or permanently decanted.
Sitting tenants in acquired property.
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•

Rough Sleepers Initiative, where accommodation is permanent.

•

Refugees and asylum seekers whose claims for asylum have been determined, that is, they
have been granted indefinite leave to remain, humanitarian protection or exceptional leave
to remain.

•

Room changes – if a room move within a shared housing unit necessitates a different
management group or scheme code due to different support needs or property type, then
this should be classed as an internal transfer and a log should be completed (i.e. if a tenant
moves from a crash unit with high support to a self-contained flat with a lower level of
support in the same shared housing unit). All other room changes where the occupant
remains within the same shared housing unit should be excluded – (see ‘What to exclude’ below).

•

Allocation of a tenancy to a settled home: Where a ‘household was previously being
provided with temporary accommodation to meet a duty under the homelessness legislation
and is subsequently allocated a tenancy as a settled home which brings the homelessness
duty to an end, then a CORE log should be completed for this new letting. (This applies
even if the household stays in the same physical home which is then allocated as the settled
tenancy).

Letting types that should be excluded
•

Temporary general needs housing as defined in the Glossary but defined quite broadly as
lettings with a fixed period of less than 2 years. (Temporary lettings in supported housing
should not be excluded and should be recorded with a fixed term of 1 year.)

•

Conversion of a starter or introductory assured shorthold tenancy to an assured or secure
tenancy (the tenancy type the household will roll into should be indicated on the letting log).

•

Lettings where no new tenancy is actually created. For example, following stock transfer
between landlords, those tenants transferred should not be recorded in CORE as no new
letting has actually taken place.

•

Mutual exchanges including lettings where Registered Provider tenants have exchanged
homes (e.g. via the national HOMESWAP system).

•

Successions and Assignments.

•

Lettings made to asylum seekers who are awaiting a decision on their applications for
asylum under the Immigration and Asylum Act 1999.

•

Changes from sole to fixed-term tenancies, joint or joint to sole tenancies.

•

Room changes where the occupant remains within the same shared housing unit and
receives the same level of support, even if a new tenancy or license agreement is issued
(i.e. the letting change has the same scheme code and management group code). However,
if a room move within a shared housing unit necessitates a different management group
14

code due to different support needs or property type then this should be classed as an
internal transfer and a log should be completed (i.e. if a tenant moves from a crash unit with
high support to a self-contained flat with lower level of support in the same shared housing
unit).
•

Non-social lettings, including market rented properties.

•

Housing provided by an employer with financial support (e.g. students, key workers).

•

Lettings to staff of social landlords where the letting is linked to employment.

•

Homes which social landlords manage for other organisations which are not social
landlords.

•

Homes on which social landlords hold the freehold but which have been leased in their
entirety to leaseholders who are not social landlords.

•

Freehold housing (e.g. sold through RTB, PRTB, and RTA) on which the resident pays a
variable charge for services and communal facilities.

•

Demotion of a secure tenancy to a demoted tenancy or an assured tenancy to a demoted
assured tenancy and any subsequent conversion of the demoted tenancy to a secure or an
assured tenancy.

Renewals of fixed-term tenancies
A CORE log should be submitted when a fixed-term tenancy is renewed to the same tenant at
the same property. In these situations, please ensure that you respond in the CORE log as
follows:
•

Question 1 – The tenancy start date (question 1) and the Void/renewal date (question
19) should be same date – the date at which the renewed tenancy commences.

•

Question 9a – The reason for leaving the last settled home must be ‘32 - End of Assured
shorthold tenancy or Fixed Term tenancy – ‘no fault’ basis’.

•

Question 11 - The housing situation for this household immediately before this letting
must be the same tenancy type as the new letting – either: ‘1 - Local Authority General
Needs tenancy’, ‘2 - Private Registered Provider General Needs tenancy’, ‘6 - Supported
housing’, or ‘8 - Sheltered accommodation’.

•

Question 12a – The location of previous accommodation questions should use the
location information of the property that the tenancy is being renewed at. No reference to
the previous location of the household prior to the initial letting of that property is
required in this instance.

•

Question 12d – The length of time on the waiting list should be ‘2 - Less than 1 year’.

•

Question 16 – The source of referral for the letting should be ‘1 - Internal transfer’.
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•

Question 19 – The Void/renewal date (question 19) should be the same date as the
tenancy start date (question 1) – the date at which the renewed tenancy commences.

•

Question 26 – The basis for previous letting basis should be the same letting basis as
the new letting.

•

Question 17 – The reason for vacancy should be ‘14. Relet – renewal of fixed-term
tenancy’.

Validations in the CORE system check for inconsistency within these questions. You will be
queried by DLUHC Administrators if there are any inaccuracies, so it is in your interest to try to
resolve log forms accurately first time round.
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6. CORE Lettings – understanding rent types
Supporting housing - definition
Housing is categorised as supported housing within CORE on the basis of either design
facilities or features and should be designated for a particular client group. The definitions are
based on Circular 03/04 published by the Housing Corporation (subsequently TSA, then HCA,
now Homes England) in April 2004.
If housing is targeted at a specific client group but does not have a designated support purpose
or the required special design features then it should be classed as general needs housing. In
other words, a property cannot simply be labelled as supported because it is labelled as
belonging to a certain client group. There must be tangible property features or services
associated with the property for it to be correctly classified as supported housing.
Delivery of support to tenants is not in itself sufficient for the property to be categorised as
supported housing. The property must be purpose designed or designated for a particular client
group. Lettings should be classified as general needs if the property does not meet the
definition.
Full definitions of each type of housing are given in the Lettings Glossary at section 11 if you
are unsure whether any letting is general needs or supported housing.
In addition, a full list of client groups potentially eligible for supported housing can be found in
the ‘Management Groups and Schemes’ section of this Manual. Broadly speaking, these client
groups can be said to include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

people with some form of disability;
people suffering addiction;
people deemed vulnerable due to their circumstances;
older people; and
the homeless

Temporary lettings in supported housing should be recorded for CORE. Only whole-year fixed
term periods can be entered for CORE, so where a supported housing tenant in a fixed-term
tenancy may only stay for several months, please enter 1 year.
Sheltered accommodation
Housing designated for occupation by older people (often 55+ years old) with care and support
needs. It is split into:
•
•

Sheltered housing – for those with low-level care needs;
Extra care housing – for those with medium to high care needs.

Sheltered housing is housing designated for occupation by older people (often 55+ years-old)
with low-level care and support needs. It does not generally provide care services but provides
some support to enable residents to live independently. This can include 24-hour on-site
assistance (alarm) and a warden or house manager. The accommodation usually consists of
purpose-built flats or bungalows, designed to be accessible and with limited communal
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facilities, which might include a lounge, laundry room, guest room or rooms available for
outreach purposes.
Extra care housing is also housing designated for occupation by older people (often 55+ yearsold), but with a medium to high care and support needs. Support is available through an on-site
care agency registered through the Care Quality Commission (for example, where the likely
alternative might be a residential care home). Residents are able to live independently with 24 hour access to support service and staff; meals are also available. The accommodation usually
consists of purpose-built flats or bungalows designed to be accessible. There are often
extensive communal areas, such as space to socialise and/or a wellbeing centre.
Supported housing for other client groups
The client groups housed in supported housing are listed in ‘Management Groups and
Schemes’ (section 10).
There are 2 types (see Glossary at section 11 for details of qualifying design features):
•

Purpose-designed supported housing – designed or remodelled to encourage
independent living or adjustment to independence.

•

Designated supported housing – buildings with some or no special design features but
which provide accommodation for a specific client group and supply supporting services.

In both cases, support services must be in place, provided by your organisation or another
support provider.
If a scheme or building includes some units that meet the definition of supported housing and
some units that do not, then these should each be recorded accordingly in CORE.

Affordable Rent - definition
Affordable Rent is a form of social housing which is let at or below 80% of the local market rent
(inclusive of service charges). From 2011/12, Private Registered Providers (PRP) and Local
Authorities are entering into new supply agreements with Homes England or the Greater
London Authority (GLA) to deliver Affordable Rent homes. From 1 April 2016, all registered
providers are required under the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 and subsequent Regulations
to have a ‘relevant agreement’ with Homes England, the Greater London Authority (GLA) or the
Secretary of State for DLUHC to be able to charge an Affordable Rent on new or converted
properties, whether the homes are grant-funded or not.
Providers who have either a Framework Delivery Agreement or a Short Form Agreement with
Homes England or the GLA are required to submit information on properties let on Affordable
Rent terms as part of CORE data collection.
London Affordable Rent tenancies should be submitted using the Affordable Rent form and
marked as a London Affordable Rent tenancy at question 0a.
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For the purposes of CORE data collection, a Social Rent property is defined as those general
needs and supported properties not managed under the Affordable Rent scheme/rate.
If a Private Registered Provider or Local Authority has entered into a supply agreement with
Homes England or the GLA to deliver Affordable Rent homes but then subsequently subsidises
the rent so that the property is let at social rent levels, the let should be recorded as a social
rented property.
For further information on the background to Affordable Rent, please consult the Homes
England website: http://www.homesandcommunities.co.uk/ourwork/affordable-rent
Department of Health and Social Care’s 'Care and Support Specialised Housing Fund'
The Care and Support Specialised Housing Fund allocates funding from the Department of Health
and Social Care (DHSC) to support and accelerate development of the specialised housing
market. This programme involves delivering Affordable Rent and some limited Affordable Home
Ownership (‘Shared Ownership’) properties to eligible households requiring specialist supported
accommodation.
Organisations were invited to place bids with Homes England and/or the Greater London Authority
(GLA) to participate and receive funding for this programme.
Properties developed through this programme will need to record Affordable Rent lettings as part
of CORE.
Further details on the Department of Health and Social Care’s ‘Care and Support Specialised
Housing Fund’ can be found here: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/care-and-supportspecialised-housing-fund-guidance-and-allocations

Intermediate Rent - definition
Intermediate Rent lettings are lettings at sub-market rent where the rent must not exceed 80% of
the current market rate (inclusive of service charge). This can include schemes with specific
eligibility criteria. The reduced rent is an opportunity for the tenant to save towards a house
purchasing deposit. As part of the Intermediate Rent arrangement, there may also be a future
opportunity to purchase the property (or a share of the property) currently being rented.
Intermediate Rent encompasses Rent to Buy lettings, London Living Rent lettings and other
intermediate rent products.
Rent to Buy lettings are provided at intermediate rent (at or below 80% of the market rates) for a
minimum period of 5 years to provide tenants the opportunity to save for a deposit. After that
minimum rental period, the property can either be a) sold at the market value of the day, b) sold
on shared ownership terms, c) re-let at market rent or d) continue to be let at an intermediate rent.
After the initial 5 years of letting, the tenants can submit a request to buy their home at any point.
If the landlord wishes to sell the property, the existing tenant should have the right of first refusal.
Further information on the background to Rent to Buy can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/capital-funding-guide/2-rent-to-buy
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7. CORE Lettings – summary of changes for 2021/22
1. Form type: Rent to Buy renamed Intermediate Rent
2. Question 0a: New question (Affordable Rent only)
Question: Is this letting a London Affordable Rent letting?
Category 1: Yes
Category 2: No
Category 3: Don’t know
3. Question 0bi: New question (Intermediate Rent only)
Question: Is this letting…?
Category 1: Rent to Buy
Category 2: London Living Rent
Category 3: Other intermediate rent product
4. Question 0bii: New question (Intermediate Rent only and if ‘other’ in 0bi)
Question: If you responded ‘Other’ in 0bi, please state product
Free text response.
5. Question 4ai: New category added (5) and categories 1 and 2 amended (with no change of
meaning).
Question: (amended) Is anyone in the household…?
Category 1: (amended) A current or former regular in the UK Armed Forces (exc. National
Service)
Category 2: (amended) A current or former reserve in the UK Armed Forces (exc. National
Service)
Category 5: (added) A spouse/civil partner of a UK Armed Forces member who has
separated or been bereaved within the last 2 years
6. Question 9a: Category 3 has been removed and replaced with the more disaggregated
categories 44 - 45. Category 46 has been added.
Question: In the tenant’s view what was the main reason the household left their last settled
home?
Category 3: (removed) Discharged from prison, long stay hospital or similar institution
Category 44: (added) Discharged from prison
Category 45: (added) Discharged from long stay hospital or similar institution
Category 46: (added) Death of household member in last settled accommodation
7. Question 10ia: New question
Question: Does anyone in the household have any physical or mental conditions or illness
lasting or expected to last for 12 months or more?
Category 1: Yes
Category 2: No
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Category 3: Don’t know
8. Question 10ib: New question (if answered ‘yes’ to 10ia)
Question: Do any of these conditions or illnesses affect anyone in the household in any of
the following areas? (select all that apply)
Category 1: Vision (e.g. blindness or partial sight)
Category 2: Hearing (e.g. deafness or partial hearing)
Category 3: Mobility (e.g. walking short distances or climbing stairs)
Category 4: Dexterity (e.g. lifting and carrying objects, using a keyboard)
Category 5: Learning or understanding or concentrating
Category 6: Memory
Category 7: Mental health
Category 8: Stamina or breathing or fatigue
Category 9: Socially or behaviourally (e.g. associated with Autism Spectral Disorder (ASD),
which includes Aspergers’ or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD))
Category 10: Other
9. Question 13: Categories 8 - 10 removed and replaced with the more aggregated category
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Question: Immediately prior to this letting, was this household…?
Category 8: (removed) Assessed as threatened with homelessness within 56 days by a LA
and owed a prevention duty
Category 9: (removed) Assessed as homeless by a LA and owed a relief duty
Category 10: (removed) Assessed as unintentionally homeless and having priority need by
a LA and owed a homeless main duty
Category 11: (added) Assessed as threatened with homelessness within 56 days by a LA
and owed a homelessness duty
10. Question 16: Category 16 re-phrasing
Question: Source of referral for this letting?
Category 9: (amended) Community learning disability team
11. Question 20: Question phrasing amended to reflect switch from Rent to Buy to Intermediate
Rent form name
Question: (amended) How many times has this unit been previously offered since
becoming available for relet since the last tenancy ended or as a first let? For an Affordable
Rent or Intermediate Rent letting, only include number of offers as that type.
12. Question 21b: Question removed
Question: UPRN (Unique Property Reference Number).
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13. Question 26: Category phrasing amended to reflect switch from Rent to Buy to Intermediate
Rent form name
Question: If this is a relet, was the property most recently let on…?
Category 4: (amended) An Intermediate Rent basis

14. Question 27: Categories 18-19 added
Question: Reason for vacancy
Category 18: (added) Relet – tenant moved to a care home
Category 19: (added) Relet – tenant involved in a succession downsize
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8. CORE Lettings – the log for 2021/22
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9. CORE Lettings – completing the Lettings log
DLUHC regularly review CORE logs to ensure the questions reflect housing policy and
operational needs of registered providers and the policy needs of central government.
Where a new response option is introduced following a log review, the next available code will
be allocated to this option. If a response option is deleted, the number code for this category
will not be re-used. This helps to reduce confusion when the logs change and allows analysis of
CORE data over time.
For some questions on the logs, the responses are presented in groups of related options
rather than numerical order for user ease when collecting data from tenants/purchasers.

FORM TYPE
Log signatures / initials
The paper version of the log, used by providers to collect CORE information from interviews
before data is entered online, contains a box designed to make it easy to identify everyone who
has been involved in completing a physical CORE form (in case there are queries later in the
process). This is not required in the online submission.
Rent type

Social Rent, Affordable Rent and Intermediate Rent are combined into 1 paper log form for
interviewer ease. However, they are submitted via separate forms on the CORE website.
Please take great care when selecting the type of Lettings log as it is difficult to reclassify logs
once entered onto the CORE online system.
See ‘CORE Lettings – understanding rent types’ section of this Manual or the lettings Glossary
for definitions.
Question 0a – London Affordable Rent

This question should be completed for Affordable Rent lettings only.
Please only answer ‘Yes’ if the letting is the specific London Affordable Rent tenure. This is not
necessarily the case for every affordable let in the geographic area of London.
London Affordable Rent is a tenure of affordable housing available in London by the Greater
London Authority. It was introduced in Affordable Homes Programme 2016-21. For legal and
regulatory purposes, London Affordable Rent is an affordable rent which must be set in
accordance with the Regulator of Social Housing’s Affordable Rent guidance. The landlord of
these homes must be registered with the Regulator of Social Housing.
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Question 0a – Intermediate Rent product

This question should be completed for Intermediate Rent lettings only.
Rent to Buy lettings – where a discount of up to 20% market rent is charged for a single rental
period for a minimum of 5 years. After that period, the tenant is offered the first chance to
purchase the property (either shared ownership or outright) at full market value. These are
submitted via the Intermediate Rent lettings form.
London Living Rent lettings – a tenure of affordable housing available in London by the GLA. It
was introduced in the Affordable Homes Programme 2016-21. These lettings are submitted via
the Intermediate Rent lettings form.
Other Intermediate Rent products – any product other than Rent to Buy and London Living
Rent, which is a letting with sub-market rent where the rent must not exceed 80% of the current
market rate (inclusive of service charge). This can include schemes with specific eligibility
criteria. The reduced rent is an opportunity for the tenant to save towards a house purchasing
deposit. As part of the intermediate rent arrangement, there may also be a future opportunity to
purchase the property (or a share of the property) currently being rented.

LANDLORD AND LETTING DETAILS
Question 1 - Dates

Please only enter figures in the boxes provided (e.g. 12/05/21 for 12th May 2021) and do not
leave any blank entries.
The Tenancy start date is the date the tenancy agreement is signed by the tenant (i.e. when the
tenant becomes legally responsible for the property).
The tenancy start date must fall between 1 April 2021 and 31 March 2022 inclusive if submitting
for the 2021/22 reporting year. If the tenancy start date falls outside of these dates, please
choose the corresponding reporting year.
The tenancy start date is not necessarily the following:
•
•
•

Date on which the lettings interview was carried out
Date the new tenants move into the property
Date the new tenant’s rent account becomes live
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Question 1a - Type of letting

Please tick the appropriate box to indicate whether the landlord is a Private Registered Provider
or a Local Authority, and which type of letting is being made. See ‘CORE lettings –
Understanding Rent Types’ section of this Manual or the lettings Glossary for definitions of rent
types and general needs/supported housing. It is very important that you classify the letting
correctly.
Supported housing is defined by properties which have been purposefully designed or
designated for a particular client group. Delivery of support to tenants is not in itself sufficient
for the property to be defined as supported housing. If unsure, please contact the CORE
Helpdesk.
For General Needs only

Question 1b - Who is the landlord on the tenancy agreement?

Please tick the appropriate box. If the submitting organisation is the landlord, tick ‘This
landlord’. If the landlord is another PRP or LA then tick ‘Another RP’ and fill in the name and
code for that organisation (Registration number or LA CORE code).
For Supported Housing only
Question 1c - Please enter the management group code and scheme code for the property.

It is imperative that the management group and scheme codes are completed for all supported
housing logs. These codes enable the characteristics of individual schemes or properties to be
linked with the new letting.
If submitting CORE data manually online, all possible active codes for your organisation will
become available for selection in the drop-down menus.
If submitting CORE data via bulk upload, you will need to know your codes in order to complete
the template. Management group codes can be found by selecting ‘Administration’ on the top
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ribbon of the CORE system, followed by ‘Management Groups’. Scheme codes within groups
can be found by repeating the above, then selecting ‘Schemes’ next to the relevant
management group.
If you need new management groups and/or schemes to be created, please speak to your local
Co-ordinator. These new groups and schemes then need to be approved by the CORE
Helpdesk before logs can be submitted for them. The online guide for Co-ordinators, available
from the 'Guides and Manuals' page, contains step-by-step instructions with screenshots
explaining how to set up new groups and schemes. Codes for groups and schemes will be
allocated as they are approved.
To get groups and schemes urgently approved, please contact the CORE Helpdesk through the
customer portal at: https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21.
Question 1d – Does not exist
This question was removed in 2020/21. Subsequent questions will be allocated the next
number in the sequence to avoid confusion.
For Supported Housing only
Question 1e - Is this letting shared accommodation?

Please tick the appropriate box with reference to the definitions below. Only tick ‘Don’t know’ if
this information cannot be determined from the owning landlord.
Sheltered housing – Housing designated for occupation by older people (often 55+ years old)
with low-level care and support needs. It does not generally provide care services but provides
some support to enable residents to live independently. This can include 24-hour on-site
assistance (alarm) and a warden or house manager. The accommodation usually consists of
purpose-built flats or bungalows, designed to be accessible and with limited communal
facilities, which might include a lounge, laundry room, guest room or rooms available for
outreach purposes.
Extra care housing – As for sheltered housing (above) but with a medium to high-level of care
available, if required, through an on-site care agency registered through the Care Quality
Commission (for example, where the likely alternative might be a residential care home).
Residents are able to live independently with 24-hour access to support service and staff with
meals also available. There are often extensive communal areas, such as space to socialise or
a wellbeing centre.
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TENANCY DETAILS
Question 2 - Type of tenancy

2a) Answer ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ depending on whether the main tenancy includes a starter or
introductory period regardless of the type and length of the main tenancy.
Note a starter/introductory period is not the same as a temporary letting, which is addressed
differently in CORE. Temporary supported housing lettings of any length should be recorded in
CORE. For general needs lettings, any fixed-term tenancy with a length of less than 2 years is
deemed temporary and so should not be recorded in CORE.
2b) Refers to the main tenancy, which is either the tenancy they have been given, or the
tenancy the starter/introductory will roll into. This section must be completed and if
Starter/Introductory is selected in 2a, then please enter the usual tenancy type the household
would roll into, even if this is only provisional and may not eventually be granted.
The table overleaf describes what tenancies and lengths we expect based on provider type
(local authority or Private Registered Provider) and needs basis (general needs or supported
housing). There may be exceptions to this but we provide the table (overleaf) within the Manual
as a reference guide for providers.
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Provider type
Tenancy
type

LA

PRP

Secure

Yes

Possible but unlikely
(tenants issued with a
secure tenancy prior to
1989 may
subsequently be
issued with a secure
tenancy even if now
with a PRP)

Assured

No

Yes

Assured
shorthold

No

Yes

Licence
agreement

Yes

Yes

Other

Yes

Yes

Tenancy length
(excluding
starter/
introductory
period)
Lifetime (leave
blank)
OR
Fixed terms of no
more than 20
years (complete)
Lifetime only
(leave blank)
Fixed terms of no
more than 20
years (complete)
No set length
(leave blank)

Needs basis
GN

SH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Possible but
unlikely
(expect only
almshouses)

Yes

Yes

Yes

We would expect the ‘Other’ box in 2b to be used only rarely. Where providers are including a
significant number of lettings in this category, they will be contacted to ensure this is correct.
•
•
•

‘Fair rent’ tenancies should be recorded as ‘secure’;
Relets to ex-council tenants in LSVT associations with protected tenancies should be
recorded as ‘assured tenancies’ and not ‘secure’ tenancies.
Equitable tenancies should be recorded under ‘other’ with ‘equitable tenancy’ given for
2ba), including those to lead tenants aged under 18 years.

Tenant Code
This field is provided to allow you to identify the particular letting using a unique code which you
will supply (alphanumeric up to 12 characters in length). This may be the computer or
administrative reference you already use or a new code, for example, giving the year, number
of the letting and the initials of the lettings officer completing the form.
You must use a code and this field cannot be left blank as this will be necessary for you to
identify which tenant the log refers to if the CORE Team comes back to you with a query on the
log.
Do not enter the tenant’s name or address here as this will contravene Data Protection
legislation, since there is no legal basis to submit individual’s names or addresses as part of
CORE.
2ba) If the option ‘Other’ has been selected in question 2b (‘Type of Tenancy’), then the
provider needs to state the type of tenancy they have been given. This is a free text field (i.e.
there is no drop-down menu selection available here).
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2c) If the tenancy is a fixed-term tenancy, the length of this tenancy MUST be completed to the
nearest year and should exclude any starter or introductory period.
For general needs lettings, any fixed-term tenancy of less than 2 years is deemed temporary
and should not be recorded in CORE.
Temporary supported housing lettings of any length should be recorded in CORE. As only
whole years can be recorded, tenancies of several months should be recorded as 1 year.
If the tenancy is not a fixed-term tenancy, this tenancy length field should be left blank.
If unsure of the main tenancy or what the length of tenancy will be after any starter or
introductory period, tick ‘Yes’ for question 2a and enter the information at questions 2b and 2c
which are most likely to apply.

HOUSEHOLD DETAILS
The household characteristics data supplied to CORE by tenants are vital to enable the
Government and the public to understand who is accessing social housing in order to develop
and evaluate policy and operations in an evidence-based manner.
During the interview, the tenant should be informed of the uses of the data, that any answers
given will be treated confidentially and that the information is passed on anonymously (i.e.
certainly not containing any names and addresses).
Please see ‘Collecting Data’ in this Manual for more information of tenant interviews, what to do
if a tenant is unwilling to provide household information and answers to typical questions from
tenants.
Question 3 - Household Characteristics
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The age, sex, relationship to Person 1 and economic status of the 8 eldest household members
should be recorded here.
If the letting is made on a single tenancy basis, put that tenant first as Person 1, regardless of
age, sex and economic status. If the letting is on a joint tenancy basis, enter the joint tenants as
Persons 1 and 2, with the most economically active or working person first. If both tenants are
working at a similar level or both are not working, then enter the oldest person first.
Age – Enter the age of each household member in years. Use whole numbers for the ages of
children. For those aged less than 1, enter ‘1’ in the box. If any tenant is not willing to provide
age details, please update this field at all stages entering ‘R’ for refused.
Gender – Enter ‘M’ for male, ‘F’ for female, ‘X’ for other (as defined by them) and ‘R’ for
refused.
Relationship to Person 1 – Enter the letter that applies:
o ‘P’ for the partner (e.g. husband, wife, civil partner or co-habitee)
o ‘C’ for dependent children (eligible for Child Benefit, aged under 16 (or under 20 if still in
full-time education)). Any household member under 16 should be recorded as ‘C’.
o ‘X’ for any other member of the household (e.g. elderly relatives, adult children, lodgers).
o ‘R’ for refused.
Economic status - This should be entered for each member of the household using the codes
specified in the log. Note:
•

All household members who are aged under 16 should be given code ‘9’. Everyone aged
16 or over should be allocated one of the other codes.

•

Women on maternity leave should be coded under either full or part-time work,
depending on their job.

•

Temporary workers or agency staff should be coded either as part or full-time workers if
currently working or as a ‘Jobseeker’ or ‘Other Adult’ if presently not in work (this also
applies to short-term contract workers).

•

Voluntary workers should not be classified as being in paid employment, but should
instead be classified using the most appropriate category from those remaining.

•

Where a tenant does not wish to disclose details of a member of the household’s
economic status, ‘10’ should be entered for ‘Refused’.

Response categories:
o Working full-time - working 30 hours or more per week
o Working part-time - working fewer than 30 hours per week
o Government training/New Deal – on a Government training scheme (e.g. youth training
or is employed within the New Deal Programme [Note: New Deal, has subsequently
been replaced by The Work Programme. For further information please see:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/work-programme-dwp-provider-guidance
o Jobseeker - receiving Jobseeker’s Allowance, actively seeking/available for work
o Retired - fully from work, usually in receipt of a State and/or Occupational Pension
o Not seeking work - those caring for small children or other dependents or those choosing
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o
o
o
o
o

to remain at home and so not available for work and would not be registered as
unemployed/jobseeker.
Full-time student - aged 16 or more and still in full-time education at school, college, etc.
Unable to work because of long-term illness or disability
Child under 16 - all members of the household aged under 16
Other Adult - other adult aged 16 years or over who does not fit into categories 1 - 8 [this
should be rarely used, so please contact the Helpdesk if you are unsure how to record
their status within the other options]
Refused – economic status of a member of the household not disclosed.

Ethnicity of Person 1 - This should be answered by the tenant by choosing from the available
codes. It should not be guessed and should be recorded as refused (‘R’) if the tenant chooses
not to answer. See ‘Collecting Data’ for more information on explaining to tenants why ethnicity
is being asked. Note the categories used are those from the 2011 Census and are standardised
across Government data collections.
Nationality of Person 1 - This should be answered by the tenant by choosing from the available
codes. It should not be guessed and should be recorded as refused (‘R’) if the tenant chooses
not to answer. The answer should be based on the country of citizenship of Person 1. For
instance, if Person 1 is of Somali origin but has been given Dutch citizenship - then code them
as: ‘Other European Economic Area (EEA) country’.
Question 4 - Armed Forces

4ai) Is anyone in the household…?
Please answer Q4ai on the basis of whether any member of the household meets the criteria
for each response category.
The definition of regular forces and reserve forces are as set out in the Armed Forces Act
(2006). The regular forces include the Royal Navy, the Royal Marines, the regular army and the
Royal Air Force. The regular army does not include the Army Reserve or (for the purposes of
CORE) National Service. The reserves forces include roles in the Royal Fleet Reserve, the
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Royal Naval Reserve, the Royal Marines Reserve, the Army Reserve, the Territorial Army, the
Royal Air Force Reserve and the Royal Auxiliary Air Force.
Please tick only one box. If both regular and reserve are applicable for the household, please
tick ‘Regular’.
4aii) If they’ve served as a regular, did they leave…?
You should only answer Q4aii if you’ve responded to Q4ai with ‘A current or former reserve in
the UK Armed Forces (exc. National Service). If you left the Armed Forces exactly 5 years ago,
tick ‘Up to and including 5 years ago’. Tick the ‘Refused’ box if the tenant refuses to answer the
question.
4b) Has anyone in the household been seriously injured or ill as a direct result of their time and
activities serving as a regular or a reserve?
You should only answer Question 4b if you have responded to Q4ai with ‘Regular’ or ‘Reserve’.
Response categories:
o ‘Seriously injured or ill’: an injury, illness or disability that is serious enough to affect a
member of the household’s immediate housing requirements and has resulted in them
needing alternative housing to meet health concerns or access requirements.
o ‘Direct result’: any serious injury, illness or disability sustained (wholly or partly) through
service carried out in one of the reserve forces (defined below). This is opposed to being
injured whilst being a reservist but for actions not directly linked to fulfilling that role.
o Regular: an individual fulfilling a role in the Royal Navy, the Royal Marines, the regular
Army and the Royal Air Force.
o Reserve: an individual fulfilling a role in the Royal Fleet Reserve, the Royal Naval
Reserve, the Royal Marines Reserve, the Army Reserve, the Territorial Army, the Royal
Air Force Reserve or the Royal Auxiliary Air Force.
Question 5 - Does the household contain a pregnant person?

Tick the ‘Yes’ box if a member of the household is a pregnant person. Tick ‘No’ if no member of
the household is a pregnant person. If the tenant refuses to answer this question tick ‘Refused’
(Option 3).
Question 6 – Receipt of Housing Benefit or Universal Credit
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Universal Credit is a scheme which combines pre-existing benefits schemes such as Child
Benefit and Jobseeker’s Allowance into a single payment for the majority of Universal Credit
households. Universal Credit includes a “housing element” which is a payment similar to
Housing Benefit to help meet the costs of household rent or mortgage interest.
Further information on Universal Credit can be found at:
Universal Credit: http://www.dwp.gov.uk/policy/welfare-reform/universal-credit/
Occupation Measure: http://www.dwp.gov.uk/policy/welfare-reform/housing-support/
To answer the question, the relevant ‘Universal Credit’ options or ‘Housing Benefit’ should be
selected in either of the following situations:
•
•

The tenant is currently in receipt of either Housing Benefit or Universal Credit and this
will continue in the new tenancy, or
The tenant will be in receipt of either Universal Credit or Housing Benefit as a result of
the new tenancy.

This is not a question about whether the tenant might qualify for Universal Credit sometime in
the future.
Under the Universal Credit scheme, payments will be made directly to claimants. Households
should, therefore, be able to identify whether they participate in this scheme. The Universal
Credit award letter details whether Universal Credit recipients are in receipt of the housing
element of Universal Credit, which should help them distinguish between the various Universal
Credit options.
Supported Housing tenants in receipt of support are likely to receive both Universal Credit and
Housing Benefit.
If the tenant is receiving Universal Credit but you do not know any details about the breakdown
then:
•
•
•

If it is a General Needs tenancy, please select option 6.
If the tenant is in a residential care home, select option 7.
If it is a Supported Housing tenancy and the tenant is not in a residential care home,
select option 8.

Where benefit entitlement is not finalised at the point of interview, the provider may make an
educated calculation based on whether the tenant has a clear probability of receiving benefit
support due to their current circumstances (e.g. homelessness). If no clear factor would
indicate whether the tenant would be entitled to benefit support and their request is still being
processed, then please select ‘Don’t Know’.
Question 7 - Sources of household income
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Please tick the appropriate box for the source(s) of income received by the tenant, or tenant
and partner - excluding child, housing, Universal Credit housing element or Council Tax
Support and any tax credits (Working Tax Credit, Child Tax Credit):
o All – If all the income received is from Universal Credit, state benefits/state pensions or
allowances. If the tenant additionally receives Child and Housing Benefit, Council Tax
Support or tax credits, they should still select ‘All’.
o Some – If only part of the household’s income comes from state benefits/state pensions
o None – If no state benefits/state pensions or allowances are received by the tenant or
tenant and partner (other than Child and Housing Benefit, Council Tax Support or tax
credits)
o Don’t know – If you are not sure of how the income is derived.
Question 8 – Household net income

Income information is a key piece of data required to monitor affordability and the allocation of
housing to priority groups. Please make every effort to answer this question. This should be
collected through interview. If you are unable to collect the information and use it, please make
sure that the income figures are not more than 3 months old.
Please see ‘Collecting Data’ in this Manual for more information on tenant interviews, what to
do if a tenant is unwilling to provide household information and answers to typical questions
from tenants, including why income is being asked.
Income is defined as:
•
•
•

•

Income reported should be household income (i.e. not just the income of the lead
tenant).
Figures are net employment earnings, not gross (i.e. earnings after tax deduction or
‘take-home pay).
The State Benefits and Child Tax credit figures do not include Child Benefit, Housing
Benefit, Council Tax Support or interest from savings. Child Benefit will be calculated
from the information in Question 3 – as such you are not required to complete data entry
for Child Benefit on the log.
Round up or down to the nearest £ when entering the income figures. You do not need to
enter pence. For example, round £21.49 down to £21 or round £21.50 up to £22.
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State Benefits – state pensions, pension credits, Jobseeker’s Allowance, Employment and
Support Allowance, personal, family and disability allowances. Do not include Child Benefit or
Housing Benefit.
Child Tax Credit (this is not Child Benefit) – the amount of Child Tax Credit received each week
which is paid to the person responsible for the children. The credit consists of a family element,
plus an element for each child. An extra amount called the baby element is payable if the family
includes a child aged under 1 year old. There may also be disability and severe disability
elements. If the tenant receives Child Tax Credit payments at 4-weekly intervals, remember to
calculate the appropriate weekly amount.
Occupational/Stakeholder pension (including SERPs) – this is the amount received from any
occupational pensions. This should include State Earnings Related Pension Scheme (SERPs)
and income from private pensions.
Earnings from employment/self-employment and other income – this includes net take home pay
or income earned through self-employment after deductions for tax and National Insurance
contributions. Include Working Tax Credit but exclude the childcare element. The earnings
element should include the tenant’s earnings from all sources and, where applicable, the
earnings of the tenant’s partner. It should exclude any income from any other household
member. If the tenant, or tenant and partner, is in receipt of “other income”, the amount should
be included. The “other” income element is any income, such as child maintenance receipts
(calculated on a weekly basis).
If you have been able to obtain only partial income details or if the tenant refused to answer this
question, please tick the ‘Refused’ box. This includes situations where the income is nil but
subject to change at the time of sign-up – for instance, in cases where benefits have been
applied for but not yet received. If the income has only been partially obtained, please do not
enter the depleted amount.
Universal Credit – from 2013, multiple benefit payments are being concentrated into a single
Universal Credit payment made directly to the household. This total may include payments
similar to the current Housing Benefit payments. Housing Benefit was previously managed as a
standalone benefit payment and was therefore excluded from question 8. As households may
not be aware of the proportion of their Universal Credit payment that is the result of a housing
element, we ask that this is not deducted and that the full amount of Universal Credit received
is included in the income. Where S(E)A payment schemes are in place (see question 6), the
combined total of all payments should be included in the total.
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Question 9a and 9aa – Reason for moving

This should be completed from the tenant’s perspective. Please tick only one box. Where a
household left their former home for a combination of reasons, the reason which, in the tenant’s
view, was the main one that should be indicated.
For tenants who immediately had been housed in temporary accommodation prior to this letting,
(e.g. ‘statutorily homeless’ households), they would need to record their last settled
accommodation prior to their temporary placement.
Permanently decanted from another property owned by this Landlord – if the household was
required by the landlord organisation to move permanently from one property to another owned
by the same landlord (e.g. to allow for redevelopment). The tenant can only be classified under
this option if the source of referral (question 16) is ‘Internal Transfer’.
Left home country as refugee – the household left their last settled home to escape persecution.
Complete a log for refugees and asylum seekers whose claims for asylum have been
determined; that is, they have been granted indefinite leave to remain, humanitarian protection
or exceptional leave to remain. Do not use this code for these households where they have
occupied settled accommodation since leaving their home country. Home Office (Borders and
Immigration Agency - BIA) accommodation is not considered settled accommodation.
Discharged from prison – the household’s last settled accommodation was prison.
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Discharged from long-stay hospital or other institution – the household’s last settled
accommodation was a hospital or similar long-stay institution.
Loss of tied accommodation – the household’s last settled home was lost as a result of a
household member losing their job and the accommodation that went with it.
Domestic abuse – the household moved to escape domestic abuse.
(Non-violent) relationship breakdown with partner – the household left its previous home due to
the breakdown of the relationship with a partner. If there has been domestic violence, please
indicate the ‘domestic violence’ response rather than this one. Where young people are forced
to leave the parental home ‘Asked to leave home by family/friends’ is a more appropriate
response.
Asked to leave by family or friends – the household had to leave its previous home as a result of
pressure from other household members (other than involving the relationship breakdown with
a partner).
Death of household member in last settled accommodation – the household either had to, or
chose to, leave their last settled accommodation due to the death of a cohabiting household
member. Death of a previous landlord should not be included unless the landlord cohabited.
Racial harassment – the household left their former home to escape racial harassment. If a
crime has been committed, please select ‘Hate crime’.
Hate crime – the household moved due to a hate crime against them occurring in their previous
location. A hate crime is a crime committed against somebody because of their disability,
gender-identity, race, religion or belief or sexual orientation.
Other problems with neighbours – the household left their former home to escape either nonracial harassment or neighbour nuisance.
To move nearer to family, friends, school – the household needed or wished to be nearer family,
friends or school.
To move nearer to work – the household needed or wished to be nearer to their place of
employment.
To move to accommodation with support – the household needed or wished to move into
supported housing. Where the household’s former home was inappropriate for the tenant’s
special needs arising from ill-health or disability then ‘Property unsuitable as result of ill-health
or disability’ should be selected instead.
To move to independent accommodation – the household needed to be rehoused independently
and where there had been no pressure to leave their previous home. Where the household was
pressurised to leave, then ‘Asked to leave by family/friends’ is a more appropriate response.
Property unsuitable because of overcrowding – the household’s former home was overcrowded.
Property unsuitable because of ill-health/disability – the household’s former home was
inappropriate for the tenant’s special needs arising from ill-health or disability.
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Property unsuitable because of poor condition – the physical conditions of the household’s
former home were unsatisfactory because of disrepair, dampness, and/or lack of facilities such
as hot water, bathing or inadequate heating, and the dwelling failed to meet the minimum
standard for housing (i.e. the dwelling contained 1 or more hazards assessed as serious
(category 1) under the Housing Health and Safety Rating System).
End of Assured shorthold tenancy – on a ‘no fault basis’ – the household’s previous Assured
Shorthold tenancy has come to the end of the allocated tenancy term.
End of Assured shorthold tenancy – eviction; tenant at fault – the household’s previous
Shorthold tenancy has been ended due to the tenant being at fault or evicted from the
accommodation.
End of Fixed term tenancy – on a ‘no fault basis’ – the household’s previous Fixed-Term
tenancy has come to the end of the allocated tenancy term.
End of Fixed term tenancy – eviction; tenant at fault – the household’s previous Fixed-Term
tenancy has been ended due to the tenant being at fault or evicted from the accommodation.
Under occupation – offered incentive to downsize and Under occupation – no incentive –
From 2013, all working age tenants renting from a local authority, housing association or other
registered social landlord will receive housing support based on the need of their household.
The number of bedrooms required for a household depends on the number of people in the
household, the age/sex/marital status of each person and their relationship to each other. The
size criterion allows 1 bedroom for each person or couple living as part of the household with
the following exceptions:
•
•
•

Children aged under 16 of the same gender are expected to share
Children aged under 10 are expected to share regardless of gender
A disabled tenant or partner who needs a non-resident overnight carer will be allowed an
extra room

This means that those working age tenants whose accommodation is larger than they need (as
defined above) may lose part of their Housing Benefit:
•
•

Those with 1 spare bedroom will lose 14% of their Housing Benefit
Those with 2 or more spare bedrooms will lose 25%

Further information can be viewed on the Department for Work and Pensions’ website:
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/policy/welfare-reform/housing-support/
Select ‘Under occupation – offered incentive to downsize’ if the household says they received an
incentive from their housing provider or local authority to move to a property with fewer bedrooms.
This includes monetary and/or non-monetary incentives such as receiving practical help with their
move. It does not include incentives to the household not provided by their housing provider or
local authority or the fact that their rent would be lower for a smaller property.
Select ‘Under occupation – no incentive’ if the household says they have chosen to move to a
property with fewer bedrooms without an incentive offered by their housing provider.
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Repossession - should only be selected if the repossession has already occurred. If a tenant
moves from a property because they were unable to pay the mortgage but before repossession
occurs, select the most applicable ‘Couldn’t afford rent or mortgage’ option.
Couldn’t afford fees attached to renewing the tenancy - the household sought rehousing owing
to being unable to afford the fees attached to renewing their existing tenancy, which threatened
the loss of its accommodation. This should only be selected if the tenant could afford the rent
itself but not the additional costs. (Note: if the household was repossessed as a result of
financial hardship, ‘Repossession’ should be indicated).
Couldn’t afford the increase in rent - the household sought rehousing owing to being unable to
afford the increase in rent, which threatened the loss of its accommodation. This should only be
selected if the tenant could afford the original rent but not the increase in rent. (Note: if the
household was repossessed as a result of financial hardship, ‘Repossession’ should be
indicated).
Couldn’t afford rent of mortgage – welfare reforms - the household sought rehousing owing to
being unable to afford the rent or mortgage due to welfare reforms, which threatened the loss of
its accommodation. This option may be selected if the tenant feels a change in circumstance
has impacted on the benefits they receive or their income and so are unable to pay rent or
mortgage. (Note: if the household was repossessed as a result of financial hardship,
‘Repossession’ should be indicated).
Couldn’t afford rent or mortgage – employment - the household sought rehousing due to a
change in their employment, which threatened the loss of its accommodation. This option may
be selected if the tenant feels a change in circumstance has impacted on the benefits they
receive or their income and so are unable to pay rent or mortgage. (Note: if the household was
repossessed as a result of financial hardship, ‘Repossession’ should be indicated).
Couldn’t afford rent or mortgage – other - the household sought rehousing due to a reason not
covered by the above four categories, which threatened the loss of its accommodation. (Note: if
the household was repossessed as a result of financial hardship, ‘Repossession’ should be
indicated).
Other – the principal reason for housing was not one of those above.
Don’t Know – If the provider or tenant is unable to provide a response, this should be ticked
rather than using ‘Other’ (this includes any circumstances where the tenant refuses to provide a
response).
9aa) If option 20 (‘Other’) was the response to question 9a, then the provider needs to state the
reason the household left their last settled home.
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Question 9b – Reason for moving: removal of the spare room subsidy or benefit cap

This question is designed to specifically identify whether 2 policy initiatives have impacted on
the need for households to relocate to new properties in their own opinion:
The removal of the spare room subsidy/‘under occupation measure’ – where households have
been classified as residing within properties deemed disproportionately large for their personal
circumstance (defined by bedrooms per permanent household resident – see ‘under-occupation
above’). This was introduced as part of the Welfare Reform Act of March 2012. For more
information on social size criteria, please see: http://www.dwp.gov.uk/adviser/updates/sizecriteria-social-rented/
The benefit cap – this is a limit to total benefit payments that non-working households may
receive, designed to ensure that no household out of work receives benefit payments in excess
of the average working household earnings. Notable exceptions to this cap include households
where a partner or any dependent child qualify for Working Tax Credit or receive any of the
following: Disability Living Allowance, Personal Independence Payment, Attendance Allowance,
Industrial Injuries benefits, Employment Support Allowance (if paid with the support
component), Armed Forces Compensation Scheme payments or War Pension Scheme
payments. See also: https://www.gov.uk/benefit-cap
More information about Welfare Reform Act-related benefits can be found at:
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/policy/welfare-reform/
When selecting ‘Yes’, due reference should be given to the answer provided in question 9a on
the reason for leaving their last settled home. Guidance has been inserted in the question itself
to highlight the probable responses to question 9a which would allow a ‘Yes’ option for 9b.
These are:
Option 1: Permanently decanted from another property owned by this landlord
Option 29: Under occupation – offered incentive to downsize
Option 30: Under occupation – no incentive
Option 33: End of Assured Shorthold or Fixed-term tenancy – eviction; tenant at fault
Option 34: Repossession
Option 37: Couldn’t afford rent or mortgage – welfare reforms
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Question 10 – Housing accessibility needs

Only one option from a - c and g - h can be selected per log. Option f may be selected with 1
other option from a - c. Please see definitions for these options below:
Fully wheelchair accessible housing - someone in the household uses a wheelchair full-time and
needs independent wheelchair access to all parts of the dwelling and its facilities including
shower, kitchen and garden.
Requires wheelchair access to essential rooms - Someone in the household uses a wheelchair
but does not require full independent wheelchair standard access to all parts of the dwelling or
all facilities. These tenants would require, as a minimum, a dwelling built or adapted to meet
one of the older wheelchair standards which provide level access, wheelchair accessible
bathroom and toilet facilities and some extra space for maneuverability.
Level access housing - someone in the household has mobility limitations such as difficulty
walking and/or negotiating steps but does not use a wheelchair inside the dwelling. These
tenants would require property which, while not built or adapted to a wheelchair standard, has
level access, no steps internally on the entrance level and all facilities available either on the
entrance level or with internal lift access.
Other disability requirements - someone in the household has housing design or adaptation
requirements other than those covered by categories a - c. This includes requirements arising
from cognitive or mental health impairment, as well as other mobility aids and adaptations such
as grab rails or adaptations to shower/bathroom but where the requirement is below the level
access standard.
No disability requirements – If the household does not require specific housing adaptations
Don’t know – if the information is unknown.
Question 10ia – Long term health
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Please tick the appropriate box from the tenant’s perspective. ‘Don’t know’ should only be
selected where it was not possible to interview the tenant. Please encourage responses.
Question 10ib – Long term health condition type

Please tick all that apply from the tenant’s perspective for all household members. Tick all
appropriate boxes regardless of whether just 1 or multiple household members have multiple
conditions or illnesses.
Please try to use pre-defined categories rather than ticking ‘Other’ for a specific medical
condition, (e.g. ‘Obstructive pulmonary disease’) would code to the category ‘Stamina or
breathing or fatigue’.

Question 11 – Previous accommodation
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Tick the box that describes the household’s previous accommodation immediately prior.
For newly-formed households, please record the previous accommodation of Person 1 that was
listed in question 3. If the tenant was previously living with family in social rented housing but
were not the actual tenant of that property (i.e. an adult child living with parent(s)), do not
record them as LA or PRP general needs tenancy (option 1 or 2), instead tick ‘Living with
friends or family’ (option 28).
Fixed-term local authority general needs tenancy – the tenant was a local authority tenant either the same landlord or another one and, including Arm’s Length Management
Organisations (ALMOs), with a fixed term tenancy of 2 years or more with a fixed end date.
This category should not be used for temporary tenancies of less than 2 years.
Lifetime local authority general needs tenancy – the tenant was a local authority tenant - either
the same landlord or another one and, including Arm’s Length Management Organisations
(ALMOs), with a lifetime tenancy with no end date. This category should not be used for license
agreements.
Fixed-term private registered provider general needs tenancy – the tenant was a local authority
tenant - either the same landlord or another one and, including Arm’s Length Management
Organisations (ALMOs), with a fixed term tenancy of 2 years or more with a fixed end date.
This category should not be used for temporary tenancies of less than 2 years.
Lifetime private registered provider general needs tenancy – the tenant was a local authority
tenant - either the same landlord or another one and, including Arm’s Length Management
Organisations (ALMOs), with a lifetime tenancy with no end date. This category should not be
used for license agreements.
Owner occupation (private) – the tenant was an owner-occupier in the private sector.
Owner occupation (low-cost home ownership) - the tenant was an owner-occupier in a low-cost
home ownership property – a form of housing provision sponsored and publicly subsidised
through Homes England and implemented by Registered Social Landlords.
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Private sector tenancy - the tenant was renting in the private sector.
Tied housing or rented with job – the tenant was provided with accommodation by their employer
(tied accommodation). This category should be used for employer controlled key worker
housing.
Supported housing – the tenant was living in supported housing owned or managed by a
registered provider or other type of agency.
Sheltered accommodation – housing specially identified for older people and usually provided
with a warden or scheme manager support (on site or peripatetic). See more detailed
information under question 1e or in the Glossary at section 11.
Residential care home – registered with the Commission for Social Care Inspection as a care
home.
Living with friends or family – the tenant was living with friends or family.
Refuge – the tenant was living in temporary accommodation that offered them safe housing
from danger or difficulty. This category was previously ‘Women’s refuge’ but has been
expanded to reflect the existence of male and mixed refuges.
Hospital – where the tenant was an inpatient in a long-stay hospital.
Prison/Approved probation hostel – where prison was the tenant’s only place of residence or an
approved probation service.
Direct access hostel – emergency accommodation only. For tenants previously living in a
general hostel, please use the category ‘Any other temporary accommodation’.
Bed and breakfast – the tenant was living in bed and breakfast accommodation.
Mobile home/caravan – the tenant was previously living in a mobile home or caravan as their
only or main principal home. This option does not apply to people using this type of
accommodation for a holiday.
Any other temporary accommodation – the tenant was living in non-permanent accommodation
including non-static mobile homes. Tenants previously living in temporary accommodation better
defined by an alternative option should be recorded as that option (e.g. bed and breakfast).
Home Office Asylum Support – the tenant was living in temporary accommodation organised by
the Home Office (Borders and Immigration Agency - BIA) while their asylum application was
being processed. This accommodation may have been emergency accommodation provided by
a Home Office/BIA partner agency, a residential induction centre or dispersal accommodation
provided by a registered provider or private sector landlord. Please use this option if the tenant
had left Home Office/BIA accommodation within the past 3 months and had been living in
temporary accommodation immediately before this letting.
Children’s home/foster care - the tenant was living in a local authority or voluntary sector
children’s home or in foster care.
Rough sleeping – the tenant was bedded down for the night on the streets or sleeping out.
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Other – the tenant was living in any kind of accommodation other than the above such as Shortlife housing (intended only for use on a temporary basis) or Foyer (where the accommodation is
for younger people and is linked to training & employment).

PREVIOUS ACCOMMODATION
Question 12a – Local authority of previous accommodation

Enter the name of the local authority in which the household lived immediately before this
letting. If the household is a newly-forming household, then enter the previous location of
Person 1 as defined in question 3. If the letting being recorded is a renewal of a tenancy at the
same property, then please respond to this question using the location information of that same
property.
Enter the relevant ONS local authority code in the boxes provided using the codes given in
Appendix A in this Manual. Note that there are specific codes if the previous location was in
Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland. Where the previous accommodation was outside the UK,
please select the ‘Postcode not known’ option box.
Do not leave Question 12a blank as an ONS code for previous accommodation should always
be provided. Note that when entering online manually, the ONS code will be pre-filled based on
the local authority name you selected.
Question 12b – Postcode of previous accommodation

If the household is a newly-formed household, then enter the previous postcode of Person 1, as
defined in question 3, where this was settled accommodation. If the letting being recorded is a
renewal of a tenancy at the same property, then please respond to this question using the
location information of that same property.
Postcodes should only be completed where the tenant has occupied settled accommodation
(i.e. not temporary accommodation) in the UK immediately prior to being rehoused. Settled
accommodation is defined as accommodation in which the tenant has chosen to live or where
the tenant has lived as their permanent home.
The following is not settled accommodation:
-

Supported housing where the resident is expected to stay less than 2 years
Direct access hostel or very short stay homelessness hostel
Residential care home providing short-term rehabilitation
Hospital
Prison
Approved probation hostel
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-

Bed and breakfast
Short-life housing (where it is either not the choice of the tenant or not considered to be
their permanent home)
Living with family (where it is either not the choice of the tenant or not considered to be
their permanent home)
Staying with friends (where it is either not the choice of the tenant or not considered to
be their permanent home)
Rough sleeping
Any other temporary accommodation (e.g. non-static mobile homes)

For settled accommodation, enter the FULL postcode in the boxes provided. When entering the
postcode, please ensure there is no space(s) at the very beginning and/or the very end of the
postcode and to leave a space between the inward and outward code.
For Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, please enter the postcodes as normal. However, the
system’s validation will not recognise them because they are outside England, so you will need
to tick the box to confirm that the postcode is outside of England (when entering online).
The previous postcode is not required for areas outside of the UK.
It may be difficult to include postcodes for newly-built homes because of delays in designating
postcodes for new schemes. For help with these newly-built homes or if you need help finding a
postcode generally, please use the free postcode finder available at:
http://www.royalmail.com/postcode-finder
NOTE: It can be difficult for providers to obtain this information under some circumstances or
provide accurate information. However, some providers find capturing this data very helpful for
them to conduct analysis of movement of tenants. If you do not require this information and/or
are struggling to provide it, you can choose to tick the box confirming that the postcode is not
known.
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Question 12c – Length of time in local authority
and
Question 12d – Length of time on waiting list in local authority

This question is designed to monitor the use of residency test guidance. The expansion of
categories in this question to single year brackets allows for more flexible analysis of residence
test proposals.
For households whose previous accommodation is in the same local authority as the property
being let, enter how long the household has continuously lived in that local authority area. If the
household’s previous accommodation is not in the same local authority as the property being
let, then please tick ’Just moved to Local Authority area’. Their previous accommodation can
include temporary accommodation such as B&B.
If the household is a newly-formed household, then answer the question for Person 1 as
defined in question 3.
For both questions, please note that the new categories for this section do not include the upper
limit. For example, if a household has been a resident of the local authority for exactly 2 years,
then they should tick option 8 - ‘2 years but under 3 years’ and not option 7 – ‘1 year but under
2 years’.
Our expectation is that all data provider organisations will need to build this information
requirement into their data collection systems, if this is not already the case. However, if you do
not know the answer, please tick ‘Don’t know’.
Question 13 - Homelessness
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Please see Appendix B for definitions relating to homelessness and an explanation of the
changes to this question (and question 14) to reflect the introduction of the Homelessness
Reduction Act 2017 on 3rd April 2018.
If there is any doubt about, whether immediately before a letting, a household was formally
owed a homelessness duty under legislation, please check with the local authority before
deciding how to classify the letting.
Note that, whether a homeless option is selected or not for this question, will also affect
whether a Reasonable Preference is selected for question 14 (particularly option 1 for question
14b). The CORE definition of homeless is the same for both questions. Unexpected
combinations will trigger a validation that will need to be addressed before submitting the log.
Question 14 – Reasonable Preference

Households can fall into more than 1 reasonable preference group. If this is the case, please
tick all categories that apply. However, please note that you cannot select ‘Don’t know’ for
question 14b at the same time as other options for question 14b.
This question is designed to monitor the number of lettings to households who were given
priority under the local authority’s allocation scheme through the application of the statutory
reasonable preference criteria.
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The reasonable preference categories are defined in legislation and have been updated to
reflect the expanded definition of ‘threatened with homelessness’ from 28 to 56 days as per the
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017.
Local authorities may use their own interpretation (e.g. one may use the bedroom standard to
determine overcrowding, one may use a different approach). You should complete question 14
on the basis of whether the local authority has allocated the household to a reasonable
preference group using their definitions.
The reasonable preference requirements only apply to local authorities and so are only relevant
to lettings made by local authorities within their own stock and nominations made by local
authorities to Private Registered Providers’ stock. Registered Providers should obtain
information on reasonable preference for nominated lettings from the nominating local authority.
Only record the statutory reasonable preference category, not any ‘additional preference’ that a
local authority may have given.
Question 15 – Allocations systems

Please complete all 3 parts of the question by selecting ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. The answers may be
different for each question part. Full definitions of these allocations systems are provided in the
Glossary. Brief definitions are:
Choice-based lettings (CBL) – under a CBL, available vacancies are advertised through media
such as local newspapers, a website or through targeted direct mail. Households registered
with the scheme are able to bid for specific properties that match their assessed requirements.
Common Housing Register (CHR) – A CHR is where registered providers set up a single waiting
list to receive and process housing applications. Landlords may or may not adopt a common
approach to the prioritisation of applicants or to determine the eligibility or suitability of
applicants for particular types of vacancy (see CAP below).
Common Allocation Policy (CAP) – a common allocations policy is a common system agreed
with the local authority and/or other landlords for determining applicants’ priority for rehousing.

Question 16 – Source of referral
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The answer to this question should identify how the tenant was selected by your landlord for
this particular letting. [Your landlord = the social landlord who is your employer.]
Please see below the definitions for how to answer if the household came through the CBL,
CHR and/or CAP allocations. See also below the definitions for how to answer for lettings made
under post-stock transfer arrangements.
Response option definitions:
Internal transfer – the tenant is being re-housed from another home owned by your
organisation, or their fixed term tenancy has been renewed in the same property. Do not use
this option for tenants moving between a housing association and a local authority on a
common housing register or for statutorily homeless households who were allocated a general
needs letting following a stay in temporary accommodation. Instead, choose another option
from those below.
Tenant applied direct (no referral or nomination) – This includes:
•
•

For LAs:
o Homeless households – owed a duty
o Households registered on your waiting list
For PRPs:
o Households applying directly to you for advertised ‘available to let’ vacancies
o Households registered on your own waiting list (not nominated or referred).

PRP lettings only – nominated by a local housing authority – this includes:
Households formally nominated by the local authority including statutorily homeless households
owed a main homelessness duty where they were formerly provided with temporary
accommodation by your organisation, if they were formally nominated by the local authority for
the letting.
Households treated as a nominee under a choice-based lettings scheme, a common housing
register, a common allocation policy or a post-stock transfer contracted-out local authority
allocations scheme, as defined below.
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This question should be answered from the perspective of the stock-holding authority.
Organisations managing stock on a local authority’s behalf should, therefore, not respond with
this option.
PRP supported lettings only- referred by a local authority housing department – households
referred to you by a local housing authority for supported housing but not referred under a
formal nominations agreement. Households referred under a formal nominations agreement
should use option 3 - ‘PRP lettings only - nominated by local housing authority.’
This question should be answered from the perspective of the stock-holding authority.
Organisations managing stock on a local authority’s behalf should, therefore, not respond with
this option.
Relocated through a recognised National, Regional or Sub-Regional Housing Mobility Scheme –
existing social housing tenants, nominated under a Housing Mobility Scheme, include lettings
made as a result of a referral under a Housing Mobility Scheme.
The schemes are the Seaside and Country Homes Scheme, the LAWN Mobility Scheme and
any other nominations made for cross regional boundary moves that were not made under
separate choice-based lettings schemes.
Other social landlord – Households moving from rented tenancies of other social landlords but
not under a national housing mobility scheme.
Community learning disability team – Households referred to you by a local authority community
learning disability team.
Police, probation, prison – Households referred to you by one of the named agencies.
Youth Offending Team – Households referred to you by the Youth Offending Team.
Community Mental Health Team – Households referred to you by an agency working in
community mental health.
Health service – Households referred to you by an agency in the health service, including a GP.
Voluntary agency – Households referred to you by a voluntary organisation (e.g. Citizens’
Advice Bureau, advice centres and law centres).
Other – any moves not covered by any of the categories listed above.
How to record lettings made under a choice-based lettings scheme (CBL), a common housing
register (CHR), and/or a common allocations policy (CAP)
Lettings should always be classified within the standard framework of responses provided for in
question 16, even if they are made under a choice-based lettings scheme (CBL), common
housing register (CHR), common allocations policy (CAP) or post-stock transfer contracted-out
local authority allocation scheme. It is, however, recognised that there may be difficulties in
defining ‘source of referral’ in these circumstances and guidance is set out below.
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If you operate a CBL, CHR or CAP:
Lettings to an existing tenant of the landlord transferring within the landlord’s own stock should
always be classified as ‘Internal transfer’ (question 16, option 1), except lettings to homeless
households owed a duty who are moving from temporary accommodation provided by your
organisation (even if household stays in the same home).
LAs only:
Lettings to homeless households owed a duty should be classed as ‘Tenant applied direct (no
referral or nomination)’ (question 16, option 2), except where the household’s application for
accommodation was the direct result of a referral by another agency.
PRPs only:
Where common prioritisation criteria have been agreed between Registered Providers (either
by way of a common housing register, common allocations policy or joint CBL scheme), then a
letting for an applicant who is not an existing tenant of the landlord should be treated as ‘PRP
Lettings only - nominated by local housing authority” (question 16, option 3), even if the
vacancy is not subject to formal nomination rights. This is because by agreeing common
prioritisation the outcome is the same as if the vacancy were subject to formal nomination
rights.
Lettings to applicants prioritised according to the PRP’s independent prioritisation criteria
(where these are not common to those of the LA) should be classified as ‘Tenant applied direct
(no referral or nomination)’ (question 16, option 2) unless their initial application was the result
of a referral by another agency (question 16, options 7 - 16).
How to record lettings made under post-stock transfer arrangements where the LA allocation
function is managed by a Private Registered Provider under contract to the local authority
Lettings to your existing tenants transferring within your landlord’s own stock should be classed
as ‘Internal transfer’ (question 16, option 1), except lettings to homeless households owed a
duty moving from temporary accommodation provided by you, the landlord (even if the
household stays in the same home for the settled tenancy).
Lettings to homeless households owed a duty should be classed as ‘PRP lettings only –
nominated by local housing authority’ (question 16, option 3).
Lettings to new applicants (i.e. non-transfers) where common prioritisation criteria have been
agreed between registered providers (either by way of a common housing register, common
allocations policy or joint CBL scheme) should be treated as:
‘PRP lettings only - nominated by local housing authority’ (question 16, Option 3), even if the
vacancy is not subject to formal nomination rights.
Lettings to applicants prioritised according to the PRP’s independent prioritisation criteria
(where these are not common to those of the LA) should be classified as ‘Tenant applied direct
(no referral or nomination)’ (question 16, option 2) unless their initial application was the result
of a referral by another agency (question 16, options 7 - 16).
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RENT AND CHARGES
Question 17 – Rent period

Please tick the relevant box ensuring that the amounts in questions 18a, 18b and 18d are
calculated using the same charge period.
If the weekly charge period does not meet any of the above options, enter the household’s rent
period in the section beneath the main 3 options. Please ensure that this same rental period is
used when calculating rent in question 18.
Question 18 – Rent and charges

18a) Rent and charges
Complete only one section – A or B or C – then complete D. Please note that if completing
Section A, the total of elements i) to iv) should be totalled and entered at v).
i)

Basic Rent (eligible for Housing Benefit or Universal Credit) – Enter the basic rent
exclusive of any service charge or other charges for the unit that is eligible for Housing
Benefit or Universal Credit (and for the period selected for question 17).

ii)

Service charge (eligible for Housing Benefit or Universal Credit) - Enter service charge, if
any, which is eligible for Housing Benefit or Universal Credit (e.g. the provision of
services such as cleaning). Most service charges are eligible with the exception of
heating and hot water charges which should be shown in (c) personal service charges. If
the landlord is able to separate out furniture costs from basic rent, please include this
amount within the Service charge (eligible for Housing Benefit or Universal Credit). An
amount should be added only for the use of furniture - do not include if the furniture
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becomes the tenant’s property. Do not include any amount which may be charged for
water rates in the charges (service or personal). Guidance on which charges are likely to
be eligible for Housing Benefit or Universal Credit are included in the Housing Benefit
and Council Tax Support Manual, available from the Department for Work and Pensions
(www.dwp.gov.uk).
iii)

Personal service charge (not eligible for Housing Benefit or Universal Credit) - Enter any
other charges payable. These should include all other service charges that are ineligible
for Housing Benefit or Universal Credit (e.g. heating, hot water). Do not include any
amount which may be charged for water rates in the charges (service or personal).

iv)

Support charges (charges made to fund housing-related support services included in the
tenancy agreement) - Enter where a support charge is included in the tenancy
agreement. If the information is not available, care must be taken to ensure that support
charges are not added to any other line (rent or service charge) or the total charge.
Housing related support enables a person to live independently or sustain their capacity
to do so. Examples of such support could include:
• Development of living skills
• Enabling access to education or employment
• Support to manage a tenancy
• Empowering a person to access leisure activities, social networks and achieve
inclusion
Recording of the support charge is optional and the support charge can be left blank.
This change has been made so that support providers acting as managing agents are
not obliged to share this information, which may be commercially sensitive.

v)

Total charge (i + ii + iii+ iv) - Enter the sum of all the above elements. It is important that
only the charge to the tenant is shown on the log and not income from other sources
such as grant aid. The charge shown on the Lettings log will normally be the same as
that shown on the tenancy or license agreement. However, water rates should be
excluded from the rent and charges recorded on the CORE log even if they are included
in the tenancy or license agreement.

18b) Charges for Care Homes

Complete only one section – A or B or C – then complete D.
Care Homes are registered with the Care Quality Commission (under the Care Standards Act
2000) as providing personal care or nursing care. The charge for a care home should be shown
as the total amount for a placement for the period in question 17.
18c) Please tick if there is neither rent nor charge to the occupant for the accommodation
Complete only one section – A or B or C – then complete D.
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If there is no accommodation charges of any kind, please tick this option. This may be where a
social services authority covers the total costs of the accommodation and support and , as a
consequence, there is no charge to the resident.
18d) After housing benefit and/or housing element of UC payment is received, will there be an
outstanding amount for basic rent and/or benefit eligible charges? If yes, what do you expect the
amount to be?

This question was added to record whether further payments are required by the tenant to
cover rent charges eligible for Housing Benefit support and/or the housing element of Universal
Credit, only if the household will be or is actually in receipt of Housing Benefit or the housing
element of Universal Credit.
The rent charges that are eligible for Housing Benefit and the housing element of Universal
Credit support are: basic rent (indicated in 18ai); and service charges (18aii). If the tenant is
required to make up the difference on these rent charges (covered in 18ai and 18aii) then
please select ‘Yes’ and enter the amount. If final entitlement is not known, this should be a ‘best
estimate’. The amount is not mandatory and can be left blank if an estimate cannot be made.
Please use the same rental period as used from question 17.
This section should only be completed for Universal Credit tenancies if the tenant is receiving
the housing element.
•
•
•

If tenant receives neither Housing Benefit nor housing element of Universal Credit (as
answered in question 6) – do not complete this question
If Housing Benefit or housing element of Universal Credit is equal or greater than [18ai +
18aii] – select ‘No’
If Housing Benefit or housing element of Universal Credit is less than [18ai + 18aii] –
select ‘Yes’ and enter the additional amount that must be paid.
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Question 19 – Key dates

Void date - Please use the dd/mm/yy date format (e.g. 12/05/21 for 12th May 2021).
•

For newly-built properties being let for the first time, enter the practical completion date.
This is the date on which ownership of the property or its legal title is transferred to the
landlord (i.e. the date that someone can legally take up residence in the property).

•

For newly acquired properties being let for the first time, enter the date on which the
landlord took legal ownership of the property (i.e. the legal ‘completion date’). If
rehabilitation work has been carried out on newly-acquired properties, the date of
completion of this work should be given.

•

If the Property is let on Affordable Rent for the first time, the Void Date must be specified
as the date it was first marketed as Affordable Rent and for being relet at an Affordable
Rent follow the guidance above. The same process should be followed if the property is
let on a Rent to Buy basis for the first time.

•

For renewals, this is the renewal date and must be the same as the Tenancy Start date
entered for question 1.

•

For existing homes being relet, enter the date the property became legally void with the
ending of the tenancy of the previous occupier. This should be the same date as the
termination date of the former tenant’s rent account and should be before the Tenancy
Start date entered in question 1. This may vary in the following circumstances:
o Short Stay schemes – if it is not possible to enter a void date and/or a major repairs
completion date because the letting is in a supported scheme which is very short
stay, please tick the box provided. The void date must not be left blank for any other
lets.
o Stock transfers – where a property is void at the time a stock transfer takes place and
is subsequently let, the date on which the stock was transferred should be entered as
the void date. The organisation taking ownership of the property is not responsible for
the void period prior to the transfer.
o If a property has been occupied by a tenancy that falls outside the ‘normal’ tenancy
agreement process (e.g. decants, or has been occupied illegally), the void date
entered for CORE should be the date on which that occupancy ended. Examples of
what might be covered by these ‘abnormal’ property occupations are where:
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➢ Property has been ‘requisitioned’ by the police
➢ Properties taken out of circulation pending demolition – decision to demolish
reversed
➢ Properties occupied illegally e.g. by squatters.
.
Major repairs completion date - Use the dd/mm/yy date format (e.g. 12/05/17 for 12th May
2017).
“Major repairs” are defined as works carried out to properties that have previously been let.
Rehabilitation work to newly-acquired properties is not classed as “major repairs”. See ‘Void
Date’ (above) for how to record this.
Where major repairs were carried out during the void period, enter the date these works were
completed (i.e. the date the property was handed over by the contractor or works department).
This may be marked by, for example, the transfer of keys to the housing management team
and/or the property being designated as ‘available for letting’.
If no repairs took place, or if the work carried out does not meet the definition of major repairs
provided in the Glossary, this date should be left blank.
Question 20 – Number of times previously offered

Record the number of unsuccessful tenancy offers of the property at that rent type since it
became available for letting (e.g. The number of offers as an Affordable Rent property if it is an
Affordable Rent letting). For example, for a property being let at the first attempt record ‘0’. If
this offer is the second during the current void period, record ‘1’.
Please count offers of properties even if they are made before the property becomes vacant.
For these purposes a ‘tenancy offer’ is defined as any offer recorded on the landlord’s internal
information systems or on the property file. This includes offers made orally, so long as they
were recorded.
Similarly, under Choice-based Lettings (CBL) systems, a tenancy offer takes place following the
confirmation of the most eligible applicant. Where this applicant turns down the offer and the
tenancy is let to the next applicant in line, this would constitute 1 tenancy offer refusal. Hence,
under CBL please record the number of times a unit is not accepted by an applicant in each
vacancy cycle.
Do not include offers withdrawn because they were subsequently found to be inappropriate to
the applicant’s needs.
For lettings of bed spaces within shared units in supported housing, enter ‘0’ for the number of
previous offers.
Question 21 – Property reference
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Property reference – Enter your own property reference for the letting. It will help you to trace
the letting should there be a query on the log. Please use a code and do not enter the address.
This code is likely to come from the property reference and/or the rent accounting records held
on your computer. Please do not use commas or quotation marks in this box.
Note question 21b UPRN (Unique Property Reference Number) was removed in 2021/22.

PROPERTY DETAILS
Please check carefully which information is required for General Needs only, and which questions
are required for both Supported Housing and General Needs.
Question 22 – Bedrooms (General Needs only)

Enter the number of bedrooms in the unit to which the letting refers. For bedsits, enter ‘1’
bedroom. If the property is shared, enter the number of bedrooms occupied by this household.
Question 23 – Type of unit (General Needs only)

Tick the relevant box for flat / maisonette, bedsit, house, bungalow, shared flat/maisonette,
shared house or shared bungalow. Tick ‘Other’ for any other kind of property.
Shared unit – where a household has to share facilities with another household (I.e. a
bath/shower, WC or cooking facilities).
Bungalow – a house with all of the habitable accommodation on 1 floor. This excludes chalet
bungalows and bungalows with habitable loft conversions, which should be treated as houses.
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Question 24 – Type of building (General Needs only)

Purpose built – if the property was built for its current housing purpose and layout, it can be a
house, bungalow or block of flats. Select this option for both new-build properties and those
constructed previously as purpose-built properties.
Converted from previous residential or non-residential property – Examples include: houses into
flats, bedsits into houses or offices into flats. Under these circumstances, the property could
have been converted to residential use from non-residential property or has been remodelled to
create a different number of units in an existing residential property.
Question 25 – Wheelchair standards (Both Supported Housing and General Needs)

Required for Supported Housing as well as General Needs tenancies.
Wheelchair-accessible housing is suitable for someone who uses a wheelchair and offers full
use of all its rooms and facilities.
Fully wheelchair-accessible housing is designed or converted according to standards set out in
the ‘Housing Corporation Design Quality Standards 2007’ or the ‘Wheelchair Housing Design
Guide (Stephen Thorpe and Habinteg Housing Association, 2nd Edition, 2006)’. The guide is
available from www.brebookshop.com and further details are on the Association’s website
www.habinteg.org.uk. Further information can be found in the glossary of this Manual.
If the unit is designed to these standards, tick ‘Yes’.
If the unit is designed to meet any other standards, tick ‘No’. This is likely to apply to older
properties that have been substantially adapted to meet the needs of wheelchair users but do
not meet the full requirements outlined above.
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Question 26 – Previous let type (General Needs relets only)

This question should only be completed for relet properties, including renewals. You cannot
leave this blank – a validation in the online CORE system will ask you to complete this question
if you answer Q27 (reason for vacancy) with any of the ‘Relet’ response options.
If the property is being let as either a new build or a first time letting, please leave this question
blank.
If an Affordable Rent or Intermediate Rent lettings was let on any other known basis
immediately before the current log letting then it should be recorded as let on a Social Rent
basis, even if the new household would let the property in the future as Affordable Rent or
Intermediate Rent. If the previous basis is unknown, select ‘Don’t know’.
Please see the definition of rent types earlier in this Manual or in the Glossary at section 11.
Question 27 – Reason for vacancy (Both Supported Housing and General Needs)

Required for both Supported Housing and General Needs tenancies.
First let options should only be selected if the unit is being let for the first time. If it is being
converted between Social Rent, Affordable Rent and Intermediate Rent, record it as the
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relevant re-let (reason for re-let reflecting the reason why the property became vacant before its
conversion). See below the definitions for how to record lettings post-stock transfer.

Response definitions:
First let of a newbuild property – the unit/property is being let for the first time after construction.
First let of a conversion, rehabilitation or acquired property – the unit/property is being let for the
first time as social housing following conversion, rehabilitation or acquisition after use for an
alternative purpose.
First let of a leased property – expected to be Supported Housing only, where the unit/property is
being let for the first time on a lease.
Relet – tenant evicted due to arrears – the previous tenant had payment/rent shortfalls and so
was evicted from the property (if evicted due to arrears and another reason, select ‘evicted due
to ASB or other reason’).
Relet – tenant evicted due to ASB or other reason – the previous tenant was evicted because of
anti-social behaviour or other reasons (if evicted due to arrears and another reason, select
‘evicted due to ASB or other reason’).
Relet – previous tenant died (no succession) – void created by the death of a tenant where there
is no statutory right to succession.
Relet – tenant moved to other social housing provider – previous tenant moved to either another
LA or PRP (e.g. for an LA letting if the previous moved to a property owned by another LA or
any PRP).
Relet – internal transfer (excluding renewals of a fixed-term tenancy) – the previous tenant moved
to another dwelling owned by your organisation.
Relet – renewal of a fixed term tenancy - if a fixed-term tenancy is renewed to the same tenant
in the same property.
Relet – tenant abandoned property – void created by abandonment of tenancy, where the former
tenant left without notice. A situation where a property was vacated without notice but where
eviction proceedings were already under way, should be classified as an abandonment if the
former tenant left before a bailiff warrant was obtained or executed.
Relet – tenant moved to private sector or other accommodation – void created by former tenant
moving:
-

To the private rented sector;
To buy a property;
To move into an existing household (irrespective of tenure) – (e.g. where a single person
moves to join a partner who already owns a home or has a tenancy);
Into institutional accommodation – (e.g. catering for older people);
Out of the country – emigration.
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Relet – to tenant who occupied same property as temporary accommodation – tick this if you are
converting a temporary letting in a property to a permanent letting to the same tenant.
Relet – to tenant moved to a care home – tick this if the tenant moved to a care home,
regardless of housing provider.

Relet – tenant involved in a succession downsize – tick this if the tenant is involved in a
succession downsize due to the death of a previous occupant and/or household member.
How to record lettings made in acquired stock or following transfer:
•

Large Scale Voluntary Transfer - at transfer, organisations are not required to complete a
CORE log for all of the transferred tenancies (although new tenancies are created, it is
not practical for the new organisation to complete logs at the point of transfer). However,
subsequent lets should be classed as relets.

•

Tenanted stock acquired from other PRPs or private sector - when a sitting tenant is
issued with a new tenancy, a CORE log should be completed and this should be
recorded as a first let. Subsequent lets should be recorded as relets.

•

Non-tenanted PRP/private sector property - first lets should be classified as first lets.

•

Tenanted stock acquired through merger - do not fill out a CORE form for existing
tenants transferring as part of merger. Subsequent lets are then relets.

•

Vacant stock acquired through merger – first lets should be classed as relets.

Question 28 – Local authority and post code of property (General Needs only)

Enter the name of the local authority and relevant ONS local authority code in the boxes
provided using the codes given in Appendix A of this Manual. Note that when entering online
manually, the ONS code will be pre-filled based on the local authority name you selected.
Enter the FULL postcode in the boxes provided. When entering the postcode, please ensure
there are no space(s) at the very beginning and/or very end of the postcode and that a space is
left between the inward and outward code.
If the letting being recorded is a renewal of a tenancy at the same property, then please
respond to this question using the location information of that same property.
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It may be difficult to include postcodes for newly built homes because of delays in designating
postcodes for new schemes. For help with these newly-built homes, or if you need help finding
a postcode generally, please use the free postcode finder available at
http://www.royalmail.com/postcode-finder
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10.
CORE Lettings – creating management groups and
schemes (Supported Housing only)
For Supported Housing, organisations should create management groups and schemes on the
CORE website. These contain property information alongside details about client groups and
support arrangements. This is to reduce the volume of information required in each individual
CORE form – by inputting the management group code and scheme code into the form, required
information is drawn from the management group and scheme selections.
As the property information is captured in the management group and scheme details, elements of
the ‘Property Details’ section of the lettings log (question 22 onwards) do not need to be
completed for Supported Housing logs. Instead, every Supported Housing Letting log must
contain the codes for the appropriate management group and scheme (question 1c).
Management groups and schemes can only be created by inputting information directly into the
CORE website – it is not possible to bulk upload these.

How to define management groups and schemes:
Landlords should not group properties or schemes together in the same management group
where they are managed by different managing agents nor should landlords group directly
managed schemes with those managed by other bodies. Within these limitations, landlords may
define each management group as they choose. For example, by type of services provided or
the client group housed.

How to create a new management group or scheme:
Please see the CORE Online User Guide for Co-ordinators, available from the 'Guides and
Manuals' page for full instructions. If you encounter difficulties, please contact the CORE
Helpdesk through the customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21.
Definitions of required fields are provided below.
Note that if your new scheme does not fall under any existing management group, you will need
to create a new management group first.

Before you can use a management group or scheme:
All new management groups and schemes need to be approved by the CORE Team. This is to
ensure that all fields have been adequately completed before they are used in potentially
hundreds of log forms. Note that any inconsistencies or missing fields will be queried, particularly
postcodes and local authorities.
Approvals are made regularly, but if you urgently need approval for a group or scheme contact the
CORE Helpdesk at https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21.
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Definitions relating to schemes:
Management arrangements
Please choose 1 of the management arrangement options shown below. Where a landlord is
only responsible for providing basic housing management services, and care and support
services are provided by another organisation, this arrangement should be treated as directly
managed by the landlord.
•
•
•
•

Directly managed by owning RP
Managed by another RP (acting as managing agent)
Managed by a voluntary organisation
Managed by another organisation

Scheme name
Please enter the name of the scheme. This is the name used by your internal organisation
which will be used in the system for your internal reference and does not need to meet any
specific criteria.
Postcode
Write here the full postcode information. The post code must be compatible with the local
authority name you enter.
You can only enter postcodes for local authority areas in which your organisation operates
according to the CORE system. If you encounter difficulties entering postcodes, please ask
your local Co-ordinator to check this and update, if necessary, before contacting the CORE
Helpdesk.
Local authority name
Please enter the name of the local authority in which the scheme is located. The local authority
must be compatible with the postcode you enter.
You can only create schemes in local authority areas in which your organisation operates
according to the CORE system. If you encounter difficulties entering postcodes, please ask
your local Co-ordinator to check this and update, if necessary, before contacting the CORE
Helpdesk.
Number of units/bedspaces
Please enter the number of bedspaces in the scheme or the number of self-contained units. Do
not include bedrooms or units which accommodate wardens, scheme managers, volunteers or
sleep-in staff. Where the scheme combines shared and self-contained housing, enter the total
number of bedrooms and self-contained units providing supported accommodation on different
lines of the log (see Unit type below).
Scheme Type
Please enter scheme type using the codes specified.
•
•

Housing for older people
Foyer
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•
•

Direct Access Hostel – shared accommodation providing residents with access to
facilities to prepare meals
Other Supported Housing Scheme – all other schemes which fall outside of the above
categories

Unit type
Please enter the unit type using the codes outlined. Where a scheme combines shared and
self-contained housing, please separate the different unit types. Continue the scheme details
on the next line, using dittos (‘) for the scheme name and indicate the collective scheme on the
log using brackets. 1 scheme code will be allocated for each group of units of the same type.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-contained flat/bedsit
Self-contained flat/bedsit with common facilities
Shared flat
Shared house/hostel
Bungalow
Self-contained house

Registration
Please identify whether the scheme is registered under the Care Standards Act 2000.
Not registered – A housing scheme either in self-contained or shared housing which is not
registered as a care home under the Care Standards Act 2000.
Part registered – A housing scheme which has a proportion of units/bedspaces that are registered
as a care home under the Care Standards Act 2000 and other units in the same scheme that are
not registered.
Care home providing personal care – A housing scheme registered under the Care Standards Act
2000 as a care home where the primary purpose is to provide personal care.
Care home providing nursing care – A housing scheme registered under the Care Standards Act
2000 as a care home where the primary purpose is to provide nursing care.
Support Services (provided with the accommodation)
Please choose 1 of the support service options shown. The type of support service relates to
that provided at lettings stage to a resident (which is part of a scheme for the purpose of the
Management Group log).
Low levels of support (visiting staff once a week, fortnightly or less) – This service involves
providing housing-related support, such as welfare advice, helping maintain a tenancy and putting
residents in touch with life skills services.
Medium levels of support (staff on site during the day/or frequent visits – some out of hours
cover) – This service involves providing a more housing related support service which may also
include informal counselling and support to residents.
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High levels of care and support (24-hour cover) – A very intensive level of staffing provided on a
24-hour basis. This may include an intensively staffed hostel or a care home providing personal
care and support.
Nursing care services – This service involves providing nursing care to people in a care home.
Mobility Standards
Please choose one of the mobility options shown below.
Property designed to wheelchair user standards – This is housing designed or converted to the
appropriate Wheelchair Standards (see Lettings section in ‘Glossary’).
Property fitted with equipment and adaptations – Where an existing property has been fitted with
aids and adaptations (e.g. stairlifts, ramps, level access shower, grab rails).
None – Properties not designed to wheelchair standards or fitted with any equipment and
adaptations as defined in the above mobility options.
Supporting People funding
Please indicate whether the scheme receives Supporting People funding or is eligible for this
funding. A scheme would be eligible where it is subject to a Supporting People contract with the
administering authority. This includes schemes with Block Subsidy contracts, where the
eligibility of individual tenants for Supporting People funding will be determined by ‘fairer
charging’.
Intended Length of Stay
The categories for intended length of stay make a distinction between permanent and nonpermanent accommodation. The categories are as follows:
Permanent – Provides a home for life with no expectation or requirement for the tenant to move.
Non-permanent – There is an expectation that the tenant should move on to permanent
accommodation. The intended length of stay is classified as either:
Medium stay – more than 1 year but with an expectation to move on;
Short stay – up to 1 year;
Very short stay – up to 1 month.
Client group codes
Please choose at least 1, but no more than 2 different client group codes. The client group
shown under 1 should be the primary client group, and under 2, the secondary client group .
A
B
D
E
F
G
H
I
L
M

People with physical or sensory disabilities
People with HIV or AIDS
People with learning disabilities
People with mental health problems
People with drug problems
People with alcohol problems
Offenders and people at risk of offending
Refugees (permanent)
People at risk of domestic violence
Older people with support needs
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N
O
P
Q
R
S

Single homeless people with support needs
Homeless families with support needs
Young people leaving care
Young people at risk
Teenage parents
Rough sleepers
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11.

CORE Lettings – Glossary for Lettings

Affordable Rent
Properties let as part of the Affordable Housing Programme, where rents of up to 80% of
market rent can be charged. A new supply agreement is signed with Homes England or the
Greater London Authority (GLA). See Chapter 6: ‘Understanding Rent Types’ for a full
definition.
Assignment
Assignment is a transfer of tenancy from a sole tenant to another person, which is as a result of
a request from the sole tenant to hand over their tenancy (“assign it”) rather than as a result of
the death of the tenant. Essentially, the same rules apply as with a succession: the proposed
assignee must be the tenant’s spouse or partner, or a family member that has lived in the
property for 12 months prior to the assignment. The assignee must show that the property is
their only or principal home. Secure or assured tenants have only 1 right to succession in law.
However, some social landlords may have a ‘second succession’ policy which allows them to
agree to an additional assignment in exceptional cases.
Choice-based letting (CBL)
Under a Choice-based lettings scheme, available vacancies are advertised through media such
as local newspapers, a website or through targeted direct mail. Households registered with the
scheme are able to actively apply (i.e. “bid”) for specific properties that match their assessed
requirements. Applications for each property are ranked according to the applicant prioritisation
criteria published and the property offered to the applicant with the highest priority.
A Choice-based lettings scheme may be run by 1 or more local authorities, a Private
Registered Providers or group of private registered providers or 1 or more local authorities in
partnership with private registered providers.
Common Housing Register (CHR)
A Common Housing Register is where registered providers set up a single waiting list to receive
and process housing applications. Common administrative procedures apply and applicant
details will usually be entered on a database to which all partners have access.
Registers and waiting lists are held by each participating landlord and merged into a common
list. Landlords may or may not adopt a common approach to the prioritisation of applicants, or
to determine the eligibility or suitability of applicants for particular types of vacancy (see
‘Common Allocations Policy’).
Common Allocations Policy (CAP)
A Common Allocations Policy is where 2 or more landlords adopt a single system for prioritising
applicants. This often takes place in the context of CBL or CHR systems and includes CHRs,
where a stock transfer association is administering the LA housing register on behalf of an LA,
as well as its own lettings system, using a common selection policy.
Participating landlords may remain free to apply their own:
- eligibility/exclusion criteria (e.g. unacceptable behaviour, rent arrears)
- Criteria for determining “suitability” (e.g. in matching household and property size),
including operating their own local lettings policies.
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Decants
These are units that are being held vacant to accommodate tenants whose properties are due
to become uninhabitable because of improvement, repair or other work. These units can be
used to rehouse tenants permanently or temporarily until the tenant can return to their former
home. In CORE, a letting is recorded only for tenants moved permanently and not expected to
return to their former home.
Extra care housing
A subset of ‘sheltered accommodation’. Extra care housing is housing designated for
occupation by older people (often 55+ years old) with medium to high care and support needs.
These are provided, if required, through an on-site care agency registered through the Care
Quality Commission (for example, where the likely alternative might be a residential care
home). Residents are able to live independently with 24-hour access to support service and
staff and meals are also available. The accommodation usually consists of purpose-built flats or
bungalows and designed to be accessible. There are often extensive communal areas, such as
space to socialize or a wellbeing centre.
General Needs housing
General needs housing covers the bulk of housing stock for rent and includes both selfcontained and shared housing. This is stock that is not designated for specific client groups
requiring support or does not have the special design features that are specific to housing for
older people and supported housing (see entries for these terms in this Glossary). Where
additional support is offered to all residents as a matter of course, this stock is not general
needs (see ‘Supported Housing’).
Intermediate Rent
Intermediate Rent lettings are lettings at sub-market rent where the rent must not exceed 80% of
the current market rate (inclusive of service charge). This can include schemes with specific
eligibility criteria. The reduced rent is an opportunity for the tenant to save towards a house
purchasing deposit. As part of the intermediate rent arrangement, there may also be a future
opportunity to purchase the property (or a share of the property) currently being rented.
Intermediate Rent encompasses Rent to Buy lettings, London Living Rent lettings and other
intermediate rent products.
London Affordable Rent
London Affordable Rent is a tenure of affordable housing available in London by the Greater
London Authority. It was introduced in Affordable Homes Programme 2016-21. For legal and
regulatory purposes, London Affordable Rent is an affordable rent which must be set in
accordance with the Regulator of Social Housing’s Affordable Rent guidance. The landlord of
these homes must be registered with the Regulator of Social Housing. These are submitted via
the Affordable Rent lettings form.

London Living Rent
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London Living Rent is a tenure of affordable housing available in London by the GLA. It was
introduced in Affordable Homes Programme 2016-21. These are submitted via the Intermediate
Rent lettings form.
Major Repairs
Key dates are recorded in order to monitor void turnaround periods in the sector. For
Registered Providers, the void period is calculated as the number of 24-hour periods where the
property is vacant. This represents a slight change from the previous system’s days vacant
calculation (which was a calculation from the day after the last day of the tenancy or a major
repair until the day before the tenancy start date). A ‘Major Repairs completion date’ should
only be entered where the scale and extent of the works that are required on the property meet
the definition of Major Repairs.
Major repairs are works which could not reasonably be carried out with a tenant in occupation,
and which need to be carried out in a property while it is vacant. They involve remedial works
that are necessary for the property to remain habitable; they would include structural repairs,
site works and service installations. If a tenant has been permanently decanted, in order for
works to be carried out, then these are major repairs for the purposes of CORE.
Major repairs may be capitalised. However, this is not a deciding factor because organisation’s
accounting practices may vary.
Works are only defined as Major Repairs if they are carried out to properties that have
previously been let; where rehabilitation work to newly acquired properties has been carried
out. The date of completion of this rehabilitation work should be entered under ‘Void (or new
build handover) Date’ field and the ‘Major Repairs completion date’ field should be left blank.
Major repair works are works that have prevented the re-letting of the property because of their
scale and extent.
Major repair works include:
•

•
•
•
•

Structural repairs - These are works that are essential to maintain stability and weather
resistance in the main structural elements of a dwelling (i.e. floors, walls and roofs).
Major works to these elements will involve replacement or substantial reconstruction of
the component or element.
Site works - This is work to the area around, and specific to, the dwellings involved and
is essential to the safety, security and protection of tenants. Examples are the
replacement or substantial reconstruction of unstable boundary walls, footpaths, etc.
Services installations - This is work to building services, where deterioration is such that
the basic amenities in a dwelling could be seriously impaired. For example: renewal of
installations such as gas, electricity and water supplies; heating and ventilation; and lifts.
Consequential and other works - These are works required as a consequence of major
repairs such as reinstatement or making good finishes and fittings.
Any works that significantly improve the dwellings (i.e. capitalised repairs) should only be
classified as major repairs if they could not reasonably be carried out with a tenant in
occupation.
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Emergency repairs constitute any defect that puts the health, safety or security of the tenant or
a third party, at immediate risk; or that affects the structure of the building adversely. These
would qualify as reasons for classifying the property as needing major repairs.
Examples:
Total loss of water
Burst water main
Flooding
Severe storm damage
Total loss of electricity supply
Major fault with electricity supply
Unsafe electricity fittings
Breaches of security to outside doors and
windows
Total loss of gas supply
Gas leak

Blocked flue
Blocked main drains, soil pipe or sole toilet
Heating loss for elderly or vulnerable tenants,
or during period 31 October – 1 May
Hot water loss for elderly or vulnerable
tenants, or during period 31 October – 1 May
Failure of lift
Failure of warden alarm or call system
Fire damage
Offensive or racist graffiti

Minor Repairs
The following descriptions of minor repairs are given to help identify where this is the cause of a
property remaining void. If minor repairs are the reason the property was void, then leave the
major repairs completion date blank.
Many minor repairs are unplanned and are often called ‘day-to-day repairs’. Routine
maintenance and redecoration of dwellings, if not within a cyclical maintenance programme, are
also classed as minor repairs. The extent of the work required must be considered, and it
should be easily and efficiently contained within a landlord’s relet time to be classified as a
minor repair.
Examples:
Urgent repairs:
Suggested activity list:
Minor plumbing leaks or defects
Blocked drains, sinks, basins, bath, toilet
Defective cistern or overflow
Heating faults or breakdown
Hot water faults or breakdown
Minor electrical faults
Roof leaks
Blocked gutters
Severe dampness

Breaches of security to internal doors and
windows
Failure of entry phone
Repairs to void property
Graffiti
Faulty extractor fan
Defective flooring
Faulty communal TV aerial
Damage to stair treads or handrails or
banisters

Routine repairs:
Defects that can be deferred without serious discomfort, inconvenience or nuisance to the
tenant or a third party or long-term deterioration of the building, and can await the next
convenient maintenance visit.
Suggested activity list:
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General joinery repairs
Repairs to doors, windows and floors
Repairs to external walls, fences and paths
Repairs to walls, brickwork and slates or tiles
Repairs or clearing of gutters and downpipes
Repairs to kitchen fittings

Repairs to plaster work
Dripping or leaking taps or shower units
Other minor plumbing repairs
Repairs to tiling
Easing doors and windows
Other minor day-to-day repairs or
replacements

Managing agent/organisation
An organisation managing social housing stock owned by another body, such as a voluntary
agency, other registered social landlord or any other agency. A managing agent (as opposed
to a general service provider) deals with the tenant’s obligations rather than purely their
requirements. It is this difference that signifies they have been empowered by the landlord to
properly ‘manage’ the property.
Key queries to consider over whether an organisation qualifies as a managing agent should
include:
• Are they responsible for allocating and/or managing the set-up and termination of new
tenants?
• Are they responsible for enforcing agreements stipulated in the tenancy agreements to
any degree (e.g. do they deal with complaints, damages to the property, failures to pay
rent (aside from simply monitoring them))?
Managing agents may complete CORE logs on behalf of the owning organisation although
responsibility for ensuring full and accurate completion of CORE Lettings logs lies with the
landlord owning the social housing stock let. See ‘Owning organisation’ later in this Glossary.
Market rented housing
Properties let on assured shorthold tenancies, where the rent is comparable to privately rented
properties in the location, and there is no public subsidy. Housing Benefit payments should not
be viewed as a subsidy in this context.
Non-social housing
Stock to which the definition of social housing does not apply. This includes:
o Housing provided for workers in key public services (key workers) where the social
landlord does not have power to control the letting, management and termination of
tenancies
o Market rented homes
o Student accommodation
o Accommodation provided to asylum seekers under National Asylum Support Service
(NASS) contracts.
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Owning organisation
The definition of ownership is:
•
•

Freehold-held stock or held on a lease of 21 years or more (original term).
Where the landlord has granted a lease of less than 21 years (original term) to another
body, the landlord retains ownership and, therefore, must ensure that CORE logs are
submitted for these properties. The original term refers to the lease term first granted, so
that if the property is then sub-leased to another organisation before its original term has
expired, ownership is still based on the original term. For example, Private Registered
Provider (A) has a property on a 99-year lease but sub-leases the property to another
Private Registered Provider (B) on a 7-year lease. Responsibility for ensuring CORE logs
are submitted for the property lies with the Private Registered Provider (A) who has the
99-year lease and, by definition, ownership of the property.

Responsibility for ensuring full and accurate completion of CORE Lettings logs lies with the
owning organisation although a managing agent may complete logs on behalf of the owning
organisation. See ‘Managing agent’ earlier in this Glossary.
Private Registered Provider (PRP)
A non-local authority social landlord, commonly known as a “Housing Association”. Any Private
Registered Provider registered with the Regulator for Social Housing (RSH) is required to
complete CORE Lettings logs fully and accurately.
Renewals
A renewal is only when a fixed-term tenancy is renewed to the same tenant at the same
property. If a tenant’s tenancy is renewed but in a different property (even if just a different unit
within the same building) this is classified as an internal transfer.
Please refer to the Renewals section in Chapter 5: (‘Which letting types to report for specific
instructions on how to record renewals in CORE.)
Rent to Buy
Properties where a discount of up to 20% of market rent is charged for a single rental period of
between 6 months and 5 years. During and after that period, the tenant is offered first chance
to purchase the property (either shared ownership or outright) at full market value. These are
only available from Private Registered Providers. See Chapter 6: (‘Understanding rent types for
a full definition.’)
Sheltered accommodation
Housing designated for occupation by older people (often 55+ years old) with care and support
needs. It is split into ‘sheltered housing’ (see below) for people with low level care needs and
‘extra care housing’ (see above) for people with medium to high care needs.
Sheltered housing
A subset of ‘sheltered accommodation’. ‘Sheltered housing’ is housing designated for
occupation by older people (often 55+ years old) with low-level care and support needs. It does
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not generally provide care services but provides some support to enable residents to live
independently. This can include 24-hour on-site assistance (alarm) and a warden or house
manager. The accommodation usually consists of purpose-built flats or bungalows, designed to
be accessible, and with limited communal facilities, which might include a lounge, laundry room,
guest room or rooms available for outreach purposes.
Social Rent
Homes let on social rents or low-cost home ownership for people whose circumstances make it
difficult for them to meet their housing needs in the open market.
The key criteria are that the home should be aimed at a social housing target group and let at a
social rent. These homes will normally have been built with public subsidy. However,
unsubsidised housing is categorised as ‘social housing’ where it is let in the same way and at
the same rent levels as subsidised social housing.
Starter or Introductory tenancies
Local authorities may issue introductory tenancies, and Private Registered Providers may issue
starter tenancies, to residents for the first 12 months of occupation on assured shorthold terms.
If, at the end of that period, the tenancy has not been terminated, it should automatically be
converted to an assured periodic or secure tenancy. Do not complete another log at this stage.
A log must, however, be completed at the beginning of the Starter or Introductory Tenancy.
Succession
If a tenant dies, their spouse may have the right to succeed (takeover) the tenancy - as long as
they occupied the property as their only or principal home at the time of the tenant’s death. If
there is no spouse, a family member who has lived in the home for at least 12 months before
the tenant’s death may have the right to succeed. There is normally only 1 right to succeed to a
tenancy in law - so if the tenant who dies had already succeeded to the tenancy themselves, no
further right exists. However, some social landlords may have a “second succession” policy
which allows them to agree to an additional succession in exceptional cases. The landlord may
also allow a member of the household to be given a new tenancy of the property in some
circumstances, even if there is no right to succeed.
Supported housing
Supported housing is housing which is either purpose designed or designated for a particular
client group. Further distinctions are made for housing for older people (formerly defined as
‘Sheltered or retirement housing’ - see earlier in the Glossary for details).
Supported housing can be provided in shared or self-contained housing. Types of supported
housing can include direct access hostels, group homes, purpose-built self-contained housing,
residential care and nursing homes.
The delivery of support under the Supporting People framework does not necessarily result in
the categorisation of housing as supported if the property is not purpose designed or
designated for a particular client group. In the absence of either of these 2 conditions, housing
is general needs.
The client groups housed in supported housing are listed in the management group log section
of this Manual.
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In the case of schemes or buildings where some units or part of the building meet the definition,
then only those units should be recorded as supported housing. The units which do not satisfy
the criteria remain general needs housing.
Purpose-designed supported housing:
•

•
•

Includes buildings that are specially designed or remodelled to encourage independent
living or the adjustment to independence for client groups that require specific design
features. There must be support services provided by your organisation or by another
support provider.
Basic facilities: The scheme or main building must have basic facilities of a laundry for
residents or washing machines in living units provided by the landlord. The scheme must
also have a communal lounge for people to meet in.
Design features: The entrance area to the building, communal areas and some living
units must be designed to wheelchair user standards.

Designated supported housing:
•

Includes buildings with some or no special design facilities and features but which
provide accommodation for a specific client group with support services provided by your
organisation or another support provider.

Temporary housing
All new Supported Housing lettings should be recorded in CORE, regardless of length of
tenancy or whether it is deemed to be temporary housing (see ‘Supported Housing’ Glossary).
All new General Needs lettings with a fixed-term of less than 2 years are deemed as temporary
housing and should not be recorded on CORE.
Temporary housing includes:
•

All housing acquired by social landlords on a lease of fewer than 30 years or managed
under an agreement with another landlord. The tenancy is likely to be assured shorthold
or a license. The rent may be at social, sub-market or market rates.

•

Housing let as a temporary solution to accommodate homeless households as an
alternative to bed and breakfast or hostel accommodation, until a settled solution is
found.

•

PRPs only – Private Registered Providers might manage temporary housing stock under
1 or more schemes which include:
o Private Registered Providers as Managing Agents (PRPMA)
o Private Registered Providers Leasing (PRPLS)
o Private Sector Leasing (PSL)
o Temporary Social Housing (TSH)
o Short-life (now replaced with TSH)
o Temporary Market Rented Housing (TMRH)
o HAMA Plus (now replaced with TMRH)
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o Living Over Shops or Homes over Shops.
Wheelchair User Standards
Wheelchair-accessible housing is suitable for someone who uses a wheelchair and offers full
use of all its rooms and facilities.
Fully wheelchair-accessible housing is designed or converted according to standards set out in
the ‘Housing Corporation Design Quality Standards 2007’ or the ‘Wheelchair Housing Design
Guide (Stephen Thorpe and Habinteg Housing Association, 2nd Edition, 2006)’. The guide is
available from www.brebookshop.com and further details are on the association’s website
www.habinteg.org.uk. Further information can be found in the Glossary of this Manual.
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12.

CORE Sales – which sales to report

Registered Providers are strongly encouraged to record sales of social housing to CORE for
policy-making and operational purposes. However, submission remains voluntary.

Sale types to be included:
A separate Sales log should be completed for each sale of a self-contained dwelling and resale
of any part-owned dwellings (shared ownership). The following types of sales are included:
•

Shared Ownership [2]

•

Older Persons Shared Ownership [24]

•

Social HomeBuy (shared ownership purchase) [18]

•

Home Ownership for people with Long Term Disabilities (HOLD) [16]

•

Rent to Buy – Shared Ownership [28]

•

Right to Shared Ownership [29]

•

Shared Ownership – 2021 model lease [30]

•

Right to Acquire [RTA] [8]

•

Preserved Right to Buy [PRTB] [14]

•

Voluntary Right to Buy [VRTB] [27]

•

Right to Buy [RTB] [9]

•

Rent to Buy – Full Ownership [29]

•

Social HomeBuy for outright purchase [21]

•

Any Other Equity Loan Scheme [22]

•

Outright sales (New build or converted) [10]

•

Other sale [12]

Private Registered Providers that offer low-cost home ownership schemes delivered through
Section 106 planning agreements should complete CORE Sales logs for these properties,
recording the sale under the appropriate type from the list above.
Do It Yourself Shared Ownership (DIYSO) is no longer listed as a sale type on the log (funding
for this scheme through the Housing Corporation ended on 31 March 1999, and Local Authority
SHG funding ceased on 1 April 2003). However, resales of existing DIYSO and new DIYSO
funded from other sources should be recorded under ‘Shared Ownership’.
For Shared Ownership sales, initial equity purchases by new shared owners and additional
equity share purchases by existing shared owners (“staircasing” transactions) should both be
recorded. If a staircasing transaction is being recorded, this should be indicated in question
17a.
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Sale types to be excluded:
Please do not record non-social use disposals or auctions as Outright Sales; disposals and
auctions should not be recorded as CORE and only record sales to qualifying households as
Affordable Home Ownership.
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13.

CORE Sales – summary of changes for 2021/22

1. Question 0: New question
Question: Are there more than two joint purchasers of this property?
Category 1: Yes
Category 2: No
Category 3: Don’t know
2. Question 16: Categories 29-30 have been added
Question: Type of shared ownership sale
Category 29: (added) Right to Shared Ownership
Category 30: (added) Shared Ownership – 2021 model lease
3. Question 16a: New question
Question: How long has the purchaser(s) been living in the property prior to purchase? (in
years)
Integer (whole number) response
4. Question 17a: New question
Question: Is this a staircasing transaction?
Category 1: Yes
Category 2: No
Category 3: Don’t know
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14.

CORE Sales – the log for 2021/22
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15.

CORE Sales – completing the sales log

WHICH SECTIONS TO COMPLETE
The Sales log is divided into 3 main parts. Social landlords will need to complete Parts A and B
for all sales and complete 1 section of Part C according to the sale type.
Part A – Household details
This must be completed for all low cost home ownership schemes. However, for some sale
types, such as RTB and PRTB, this may be difficult. In these cases, you should enter as much
information as possible.
If you are unable to interview the purchaser, please use your existing records where these are
not more than 3 months old. Use of existing data must be in accordance with the principles of
the Data Protection Act 1998.
Part B – Property details
This must be completed for all sales.
Part C – Type of sale, housing costs and finance
Complete section only depending on the type of sale.
Part C - Section 1
•
•
•
•
•

Shared Ownership
Older Persons Shared Ownership
Social HomeBuy for shared ownership
Home Ownership for people with Long Term Disabilities (HOLD)
Rent to Buy – Shared Ownership

Part C - Section 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Right to Acquire (RTA)
Preserved Right to Buy (PRTB)
Voluntary Right to Buy (VRTB)
Right to Buy (RTB)
Rent to Buy – Full Ownership
Social HomeBuy for outright purchase
Any other Equity loan schemes

Part C - Section 3
•
•

Outright sales (New build or converted)
Other sales
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BASIC INFORMATION
Purchaser Code

Enter your own purchaser code for the Sale. It will help you to trace the letting should there be
a query on the log. Please use a code not the purchaser’s name or address. Please do not use
commas or quotation marks in this box.
Unique Property Reference Number (UPRN)

This is the unique and definitive 11 or 12-digit unique Property Reference number developed by
Ordnance Survey. The numbers are available free of charge to local authorities from the
AddressBase dataset: https://data.gov.uk/dataset/addressbase. PRPs who have access to the
AddressBase data should also include the UPRN here.
Log signatures/initials
The paper version of the log, used by providers to collect CORE information from interviews
before data is entered online, contains a box designed to make it easy to identify everyone who
has been involved in completing a physical CORE form (in case there are queries later in the
process). This not required in the online submission.
Date of completion of sale
Enter date of completion of sale. Please only enter figures in the boxes provided (e.g. 12/05/18
for 12th May 2018). Do not leave blank.

PART A – HOUSEHOLD DETAILS

The household characteristics data supplied to CORE by tenants is vital to enable the
Government and the public to understand who is accessing and purchasing social housing in
order to develop and evaluate policy and operations in an evidence-based manner.
During the interview, the tenant should be informed of the uses of the data, that any answers
given will be treated confidentially and that the information is passed on anonymously (no
names or addresses are used in the system).
Complete questions 1 - 10 on this part of the log with the purchaser during the sales interview,
if possible. Question 11 onwards can be completed separately.
Please see ‘Collecting Data’ in this Manual for more information of tenant interviews, what to do
if a tenant is unwilling to provide household information, and answers to typical questions from
tenants.
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For CORE Sales, if the purchaser answers some but not all of the questions 1 - 10, please tick
the ‘Purchaser(s) refused to answer some or all questions in Part A’ (above - question 1). If the
purchaser has not been interviewed, please tick the ‘Purchaser(s) not interviewed’ box.
Question 0 – Number of purchasers

Please complete for all
types of sales.
Question 1 - Household Characteristics

The

Age, Sex, Relationship to Purchaser 1
and Economic status of the 6 eldest household members should be recorded here.
If the sale is on a single purchaser basis and there are other household members, put the
purchaser first as Purchaser 1, regardless of age, sex or economic status. If the sale is on a
joint purchase basis, enter the joint purchasers as Purchasers 1 and 2 with the most
economically active purchaser first. If both purchasers are working at a similar level or both are
not working, then enter the oldest person first.
Age – Enter the age of each household member in years. Use whole numbers for the ages of
children. For those aged under 1 year old, please enter ‘1’ in the box. If the purchaser is not
willing to provide age details, please update this field with an ‘R’ for Refused.
Gender – Enter ‘M’ for male; ‘F’ for female, ‘X’ for Other (as defined by the individual) and ‘R’ for
refused.
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Relationship to Person 1 – Enter the letter that applies:
o ‘P’ for the partner (e.g. husband, wife, civil partner or co-habitee)
o ‘C’ for dependent children (eligible for child benefit, aged under 16 or under 20 if still in
full-time education). Any household member under 16 should be recorded as ‘C’.
o ‘X’ for any other member of the household (e.g. elderly relatives, adult children, lodgers).
o ‘R’ for refused
Economic status - This should be entered for each member of the household using the codes
specified in the log. Note:
•

All household members who are aged under 16 should be given code ‘9’. Everyone aged
16 or over should be allocated one of the other codes.

•

Women on maternity leave should be coded under either full or part-time work depending
on their job.

•

Temporary workers or agency staff should be coded either as part or full-time workers if
currently working or as a ‘Jobseeker’ or ‘Other adult’ if presently not in work (this also
applies to short-term contract workers).

•

Voluntary workers should not be classified as being in paid employment but should
instead be classified using the most appropriate category from those remaining.

•

Where a purchaser does not wish to disclose details of a member of the household’s
economic status ‘10’ should be entered for ‘Refused’.

Response categories:
o Working full time - working 30 hours or more per week
o Working part time - working fewer than 30 hours per week
o Government training/New Deal – on a government training scheme (e.g. youth training or
is employed within the New Deal Programme (Note: New Deal, has subsequently been
replaced by The Work Programme. For further information please see:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/work-programme-dwp-provider-guidance )
o Jobseeker - receiving Jobseeker’s Allowance, actively seeking/available for work
o Retired - fully from work; usually in receipt of a state and/or occupational pension
o Not seeking work - those caring for small children or other dependents; those choosing
to remain at home and so not available for work and would not be registered as
unemployed/jobseeker
o Full-time student - aged 16 or more and still in full-time education at school, college, etc.
o Unable to work because of long-term illness or disability
o Child under 16 - all members of the household aged under 16
o Other adult - other adult aged 16 years or over who does not fit into categories 1 - 8 (this
should be rarely used, so please contact the Helpdesk if you are unsure how to their
status within the other options)
o Refused – economic status of a member of the household not disclosed.
Ethnicity of purchaser 1 - This should be answered by the purchaser by choosing from the
available codes. It should not be guessed and should be recorded as refused (‘R’) if the tenant
chooses not to answer. See ‘Collecting data’ for more information on explaining to purchasers
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why ethnicity is being asked. Note the categories used are those from the 2011 Census and are
standardised across Government data collections.
Nationality of purchaser 1 - This should be answered by the tenant by choosing from the
available codes. It should not be guessed and should be recorded as refused (‘R’) if the
purchaser chooses not to answer. The answer should be based on the country of citizenship of
purchaser 1. For instance, if Purchaser 1 is of Somali origin but has been given Dutch
citizenship - then this should be coded as: ‘Other European Economic Area (EEA) country’.
Question 2 - Gross annual income

Please make every effort to answer this question. This should be collected through interview. If
you are unable to collect and use the information, please make sure that the income figures are
not more than 3 months old.
Please see ‘Collecting data’ in this Manual for more information on tenant interviews, what to
do if a tenant is unwilling to provide household information, and answers to typical questions
from tenants, including why income is being asked.
Enter the gross annual income of Purchaser 1 (main purchaser) and Purchaser 2 (if applicable)
to the nearest pound. If either person’s income was used for the mortgage application , please
tick the corresponding box. Where there are more than 2 incomes in the household only include
the incomes of those purchasing the property.
Include:
- Benefits such as income support and Universal Credit
- Child benefit and Child Tax Credit
- Payments received from the Child Support Agency (CSA) regardless of whether CSA
payments can be used in mortgage calculations
- Income from investments
Exclude:
- Housing Benefit and Council Tax Support. For those on Universal Credit, Housing
Benefit will be paid as part of this and, therefore, should be included in the annual
income figure.
- Income that is required for payments to the Child Support Agency
Definitions:
Child Tax Credit – the amount of Child Tax Credit received each week which is paid to the
person responsible for the children. The credit consists of a family element, plus an element for
each child. An extra amount called the ‘baby’ element is payable if the family includes a child
aged under 1 year. There may also be disability and severe disability elements. If the tenant
receives Child Tax Credit payments at 4-weekly intervals, remember to calculate the
appropriate annual amount.
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Earnings from employment / self-employment and other income – this includes net take home
pay or income earned through self-employment after deductions for tax and National Insurance
contributions. Include Working Tax Credit. The earnings element should include the purchaser’s
earnings from all sources, and, where applicable, the earnings of the purchaser’s partner. It
should exclude any income from any other household member. If the purchaser, or purchaser
and partner, is in receipt of “other income”, the amount should be included. The “other income”
element is any income, such as child maintenance receipts (calculated on an annual basis).
Universal Credit – from 2013, multiple benefit payments are being concentrated into a single
Universal Credit payment made directly to the household; this will eventually be applied broadly
across the UK for new claimants. This total may include payments similar to the current
Housing Benefit payments; housing benefits were previously managed as a stand-alone benefit
payment and were, therefore, excluded from this question. As households may not be aware of
the proportion of their Universal Credit payment that is the result of a housing element, we ask
that this is not deducted and that the full amount of Universal Credit received is included in the
income. Where S(E)A payment schemes are in place, the combined total of all payments
should be included in the total.
Question 2a – Benefits receipt

The purchaser should be asked whether they were receiving Housing Benefit or Universal
Credit before the purchase. If you or they do not know, do not guess, instead tick ‘Don’t know’.
Housing Benefit is the ‘legacy benefit’ relating solely to housing costs paid directly to the
landlord.
Universal Credit is new benefit system introduced in 2013, where multiple benefit payments are
concentrated into a single payment, made directly to the household. The value of the payment
is dependent on which elements are included, (e.g. basic level, additional housing element,
additional child element etc.

Question 3 – Savings before deposit

The purchaser(s) should be asked for the total amount of savings they have before any deposit
is paid. This figure should be given to the nearest £10. If the question is refused, please leave
blank. If additional money is being given to the purchaser(s) from other sources, it should be
recorded as part of the total savings of the purchaser(s). For example, money may be given by
other family members who will not be living in the property, or there may be expected equity
from the sale of another property.
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Question 4 – Previous ownership

Tick the ‘Yes’ box if the purchaser, or any of the joint purchasers, have owned or part-owned a
property at any time in the past, even if they do not currently own a property. For example, the
purchaser (or one of the joint purchasers) may have jointly owned a home with a former
partner. Tick the ‘No’ box if none of the purchasers have owned or part-owned a property
before. Tick ‘Don’t know’ if you are unsure.
Question 5 – Armed Forces

This question is used to monitor application of the social housing elements of the Armed Forces
Covenant. Please encourage the purchaser(s) to answer this question, although they may opt to
refuse if they wish.
5a) Has the purchaser (or one of the purchasers) ever served in the UK Armed Forces as a
regular and…?
Please answer on the basis of whether the purchaser or one of the purchasers is currently
serving, or has ever served, in the UK Armed Forces as a regular. If a purchaser has served in
the reserve forces or has undertaken National Service, please tick ‘never served’.
Regular forces (as per the Armed Forces Act 2006) - The Royal Navy, the Royal Marines, the
regular Army and the Royal Air Force.
Reserve forces – The Royal Fleet Reserve, the Royal Naval Reserve, the Royal Marines
Reserve, the Army Reserve, the Territorial Army, the Royal Air Force Reserve and the Royal
Auxiliary Air Force.
5b) Is the purchaser (or one of the purchasers) the spouse or civil partner of a regular member
of the UK Armed Forces who has died in service up to and including 2 years ago?
Please answer on the basis of whether the spouse or civil partner of the purchaser (or one of
the purchasers) died in service in the UK Armed Forces as a regular died in service up to and
including 2 years prior to the date of completion of the sale. If a spouse or civil partner served in
the reserve forces or has undertaken National Service, please tick ‘No’.
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Question 6 – Previous tenure

Tick the box that describes the previous tenure of purchaser 1:
Local authority tenant – the purchaser was a local authority tenant.
Private Registered Provider (HA) tenant – the purchaser was a Private Registered Provider
tenant
Private tenant – the purchaser was renting in the private sector.
Owner occupier – the purchaser was an owner-occupier.
Tied home or renting with job – the purchaser was provided with accommodation by their
employer (tied accommodation). This category should be used for employer controlled key
worker housing.
Living with family or friends – the purchaser was living with family or friends.
Temporary accommodation – the purchaser was living in non-permanent accommodation
including non-static mobile homes.
Other - the purchaser had any kind of tenure other than the above or had no tenure and was,
for example, sleeping rough.
Question 7 – Previous location

Enter the name of the local authority and postcode in which the household lived immediately
before this letting. If the household is a newly-formed household, then enter the previous
location of Purchaser 1.
Enter the relevant ONS local authority code in the boxes provided using the codes given in
Appendix A of this Manual. Note that there are specific codes if the previous location was in
Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland. When entering online manually, the ONS code will be prefilled based on the local authority name you selected.
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Enter the FULL postcode in the boxes provided. When entering the postcode, please ensure
there are no space(s) at the very beginning and end of the postcode but please do leave a
space between the inward and outward code.
For Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, please enter the postcodes as normal. However, the
system’s validation will not recognise them because they are outside England, so you will need
to tick the box to confirm that the postcode is outside of England (when entering online).
The previous postcode is not required for areas outside of the UK.
It may be difficult to include postcodes for newly-built homes because of delays in designating
postcodes for new schemes. For help with these newly-built homes or if you need help finding a
postcode generally, please use the free postcode finder available at:
http://www.royalmail.com/postcode-finder
NOTE: It can be difficult for Providers to obtain this information under some circumstances or
provide accurate information. However, some providers find capturing this data very helpful for
them to conduct analysis of movement of tenants. If you do not require this information and/or
are struggling to provide it, you can choose to tick the box confirming that the postcode is not
known.
Question 8 – Organisations registered with

If any of the purchasers were registered on a local authority, Help to Buy Agent and/or your’s or
another Private Registered Provider’s waiting list/housing register, tick ALL options that apply.
Purchasers who use a housing mobility scheme will apply for rehousing through their landlord
and therefore either ‘Your PRP’ or ‘Local Authority’ should be ticked.
Question 9 - Disability

Tick the ‘Yes’ box if a member of the household says they have a disability or long-term health
condition that has an impact on their day-to-day lives. Tick ‘No’ if no member of the household
says they have a disability. Purchaser 1 can answer on behalf of household members not
present at the interview. You should not lead the purchaser to answer in any particular way .
Question 10 – Wheelchair use

Please tick the ‘Yes’ box if a member of the household uses a wheelchair, either all or some of
the time. If a member of the household only uses a wheelchair outside their home, you should
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still tick the ‘Yes’ box. Tick the ‘No’ box if no member of the household uses a wheelchair. If you
are unsure, tick ‘Don’t know’.
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PART B – PROPERTY DETAILS
This section must be fully completed for ALL sales and all questions relate to the property being
purchased.

Question 11 - Bedrooms
Enter the number of bedrooms in the property being purchased. For bedsits, enter 1 bedroom.
Question 12 – Type of property
Tick the relevant box for flat/maisonette, bedsit, house or bungalow. Tick ‘Other’ for any other
kind of property.
Question 13 – Type of building
Please tick the relevant box.
Purpose built – if the property was built for its current housing purpose and layout. It can be a
house, bungalow or block of flats. Select this option for both new-build and purpose-built
properties constructed previously.
Converted from previous residential or non-residential – Examples include: house into flats;
bedsits into houses; or offices into flats. The property could have been converted into
residential use from a non-residential property or been re-modelled to create a different number
of units in an existing residential property.
Question 14 – Local authority and postcode

Enter the relevant ONS local authority code in the boxes provided using the codes given in
Appendix A of this Manual. When entering online manually, the ONS code will be pre-filled
based on the local authority name you selected.
Enter the FULL postcode in the boxes provided. When entering the postcode, please ensure
there are no space(s) at the very beginning or end of the postcode but please leave a space
between the inward and outward code.
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It may be difficult to include postcodes for newly-built homes because of delays in designating
postcodes for new schemes. For help with these newly-built homes, or if you need help finding
a postcode generally, please use the free postcode finder available at:
http://www.royalmail.com/postcode-finder
Question 15 – Wheelchair standards

Wheelchair-accessible housing is suitable for someone who uses a wheelchair and offers full
use of all its rooms and facilities. Fully wheelchair-accessible housing is designed or converted
according to standards set out in the ‘Housing Corporation Design Quality Standards 2007’ or
the ‘Wheelchair Housing Design Guide (Stephen Thorpe and Habinteg Housing Association,
2nd Edition, 2006).’ See Glossary for further details.
If the unit is designed to these standards, tick ‘Yes’.
If the unit is designed to meet any other standards, tick ‘No’. This is likely to apply to older
properties that have been substantially adapted to meet the needs of wheelchair users but do
not meet the full requirements outlined above.
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PART C – TYPE OF SALE, HOUSING COSTS AND FINANCE
You must complete 1 section of Part C depending on the type of sale. Select the correct Sale
Type from the options at Q16, Q30 or Q38 then complete the relevant section for that type of
sale – section 1, 2 or 3. Do not complete more than 1 section.
It is very important that the correct sections (1-3) are selected when completing Sales Logs. If
you are unsure of how to classify the Sales type, contact the CORE Helpdesk via our customer
portal at: https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
Note that some PRPs use Outright Sales as a way of generating revenue to subsidise the costs
of a Shared Ownership programme. If a PRP has excess properties, these are sold on the open
market and the revenue feeds into supporting future shared ownership.

Section 1: Shared ownership schemes
This section (questions 16 – 29) should be completed if the sale is any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shared Ownership
Older Persons Shared Ownership
Social HomeBuy (shared ownership purchase)
Home Ownership for people with Long Term Disabilities (HOLD)
Rent to Buy – Shared Ownership
Right to Shared Ownership
Shared Ownership – 2021 model lease

Question 16 – Type of sale

Tick the appropriate box for the type of sale.
Shared ownership
Shared ownership is where a qualifying purchaser buys, with a mixture of deposit and
mortgage, a share of a property from a Private Registered Provider. Under the original scheme,
the initial transaction must be between 25% and 75% of its value. Under the 2021 model lease,
the initial transaction must be at least 10% of the value. The parties sign a lease specially
designed for shared ownership, under which a purchaser pays rent on the share retained by the
PRP. The lease gives purchasers the opportunity to buy more of the PRP’s share, a process
known as “staircasing”. This is done in increments of at least 5% under the original Shared
Ownership scheme or 1% under the 2021 model. Through staircasing, the shared owner can
purchase up to 100% of the property. The repairing responsibility falls to the shared owner.
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If a shared owner wishes to move, they may be able to sell their share to another purchaser
nominated by the PRP, or the PRP itself may be prepared to buy back the share and re-sell the
property to a new shared owner. When a shared owner staircases to full ownership, and it’s a
flat, the shared ownership clauses in the lease fall away and it becomes an ordinary private
residential lease, with the PRP continuing as the freeholder. If it is a freehold house, the PRP
passes over the freehold and has no further interest.
There are variations on the basic shared ownership: Social HomeBuy on shared ownership
terms, Older Persons Shared Ownership for the elderly, Home Ownership for people with LongTerm Disabilities (HOLD), Rent to Buy: Shared Ownership, Right to Shared Ownership and
Shared Ownership – 2021 model lease. Please refer to the Glossary in this Manual for
definitions of these sale types.
Rural restricted equity, self-build shared ownership, New Build HomeBuy and Rent to HomeBuy
are no longer recorded here. Any new Do It Yourself Shared Ownership (DIYSO) and resales of
existing DIYSO, should be recorded under ‘Shared Ownership’. Although local authority Social
Housing Grant funding ended on 1st April 2003, some local authorities are funding a small
number of DIYSO sales through transitional funding arrangements or from their own resources
(DIYSO funded through the Housing Corporation ended on 31 March 1999).
If this is a resale of a shared ownership property, you should tick the box in question 17
corresponding to the original sale type. If the original shared ownership sale type is no longer
included in the list of options, please contact the CORE Helpdesk for more specific advice on
classification.
If the sale is a staircasing transaction, you should tick the box in question 17a indicating this.
If you are unable to provide the mortgage and deposit details, please tick the ‘Purchaser(s) not
interviewed’ box on the first page of the log’, above question 1.
Question 16a – Length in property

Enter length of time in property prior to purchase, rounding to the nearest year. It is expected this
to be less than 80 years.
Question 17 - Resale

If the social landlord has previously sold the property to another purchaser and is now reselling
the property, tick ‘Yes’ and code as the original sale type in question 16. If this is the first time
the property has been sold, tick ‘No’.
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Question 17a - Staircasing

A staircasing transaction is when an existing shared owner household purchases additional
shares in their shared property, increasing the proportion they own and decreasing the
proportion the housing association owns. Once the household purchases 100% of the shares,
they own the property outright.
Please tick ‘Yes’ if this applies.
If instead this is an initial equity purchase by a new shared owner, please tick ‘No’.
Question 18 – Key dates

Please only enter figures in these boxes (e.g. 13/04/14 for 13th April 2014).
For Resales, leave both dates blank (if you have ticked ‘Yes – this is a resale’ for Question 17).
Where properties are sold ‘off plan’, that is, while the property is still being built, the exchange
of contracts date may precede practical completion/handover.
Practical completion/handover date – the date on which the building contractor hands over
responsibility for the completed property to the PRP.
Exchange of contracts date – the date on which the sale becomes legally binding with an
exchange of signed contracts between the vendor and the buyer.
Question 19 – LA Nominations Agreement

A local authority Nominations Agreement is a written agreement between a LA and PRP that a
proportion or all of its sales vacancies are offered to LAs to nominate applicants for rehousing.
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A Nominations Agreement can include the following:
•
•
•
•

Service Level Agreement between Registered Providers – this will include a section on
nominations or be attached as a separate document
Section106 Agreements (see Sales Glossary)
Low Cost Home Ownership leases – where this specifies that a buyer should be
allocated according to an agreement set out between Registered Providers
Stand-alone agreement between Registered Providers setting out the nomination terms
and operation

If the household was rehoused under a Registered Provider nominations agreement tick ‘Yes’,
if not, tick ‘No’. If in doubt, tick ‘Don’t Know’.
Question 20 – Bedrooms (RP tenant and property vacated only)

Enter the number of bedrooms of the property being vacated. For bedsits, enter 1 bedroom.
Question 21 – Type of property (RP tenant and property vacated only)
Tick the relevant box for the property being vacated: flat/maisonette, bedsit, house or
bungalow. Tick ‘Other’ for any other kind of property.
Question 22 – Full purchase price
Full purchase price (market value before any discount)

Enter the full purchase price (market value before any discount) of the property before any
discounts are applied. For shared ownership, enter the full purchase price paid for 100% equity
– this is equal to the value of the share owned by the PRP plus the value bought by the
purchaser.
The value given for purchase price (Question 22) multiplied by the initial equity stake purchase
(question 23) should equal the mortgage amount (question 24) plus the deposit paid (question
26).
Question 23 – Initial equity stake purchased
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Enter the amount of initial equity held by the purchaser (e.g. 25%, 50%, and 80%).
Question 24 - Mortgage

Enter the amount of the mortgage the purchaser has agreed with the mortgage lender,
excluding any deposits or other cash payments.
Enter the name of the mortgage lender. If the mortgage lender is not on the list provided,
please select ‘Other’ and provide the name in the box provided.
Enter the length of the mortgage, rounding to the nearest year. It is expected that this will be
less than 60 years.
Question 25 – Extra borrowing

If the mortgage includes borrowing beyond the purchase price of the property, tick the ‘Yes’
box; if not, tick the ‘No’ box. Additional borrowing would include money for home improvements.
This information is used to explain why the mortgage plus the deposit is greater than the
discounted price of the property being purchased.
Question 26 - Cash deposit

Enter the total cash sum paid by the purchaser towards the property that was not funded by the
mortgage, that is, the difference between the cost of the equity stake purchased and the
mortgage. Do not include any grant or loans in this figure.
Question 27 – Cash discount (Social HomeBuy only)
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Enter the total cash discount given on the property being purchased via the Social HomeBuy
scheme.

Question 28 - Rent

Enter any rent charged on the property, including ‘Ground Rent’. If an annual amount is
charged, please divide by 12 before entering the figures in the box.
Question 29 - Charges
Enter any monthly charges payable on leasehold or shared ownership sales. Exclude rent.
Include service charges and management charges which may cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

day-to-day repairs
transfers to a cyclical maintenance fund
building insurance
cleaning
gardening and lighting (communal areas)
audit fees
wardens/scheme managers.

Section 2: Full ownership schemes
This section (questions 30 - 37) should be completed if the sale type is any of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Right to Acquire (RTA)
Preserved Right to Buy (PRTB)
Voluntary Right to Buy (VRTB)
Right to Buy (RTB)
Rent to Buy – Full ownership
Social HomeBuy for outright purchase
Any other Equity loan scheme

Question 30 – Type of sale
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Tick the appropriate box depending on the type of sale. Please refer to the Glossary for
descriptions of each sale type.
Discounts on the purchase price
Discounts on the purchase price enable sitting tenants to buy the home in which they live, by
reducing the purchase price. In publicly assisted schemes, the discount is funded either by a
new grant, the non-recovery of earlier grant or the section 106 mechanism. The discounts may
be one-off or transferable from one purchaser to the next. One-off discounts are often
recoverable in full or in part if the purchaser sells on within the first few years.
Examples are: Right to Acquire, Right to Buy, Preserved Right to Buy and Social HomeBuy,
Voluntary sales at a discount and Section 106 transferable discounts. The latter 2 should be
recorded under the ‘Any Other Equity Loan scheme’
Closed discount schemes
Older defunct grant-assisted schemes which in the past gave tenants a one-off discount on
purchase of a home include: Home Ownership for Tenants of Charitable Housing Associations
(HOTCHA), the Tenant Incentive Scheme (TIS), Voluntary Purchase Grant (VPG) and
Leasehold schemes for the elderly (LSE).
Rent to Buy – Full ownership
Available through a range of PRPs for tenants typically on an assured shorthold, properties are
rented to households for a predefined period with the expectation that they will buy at least a
share in the property at the end of the rental period. Under Rent to Buy schemes, purchasers may
choose to purchase the entire property as part of the agreement. These sales should be captured
here. Where a share of the property is purchased under Rent to Buy, this should be captured in
…. This scheme is normally only available for new build homes. Please record sales of homes
under Rent to Buy at the point of property purchase, not the commencement of the rental period.
At the beginning of the rental period, a CORE Lettings log should be completed.
A purchase in the property can be purchased at any point of the tenancy; however households will
be assessed to determine property affordability and eligibility at the end of the rental period.
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Social HomeBuy for outright purchase
Social HomeBuy is not an equity loan scheme; it involves shared ownership or outright sale. All
mortgage and deposit details to be provided as a condition of HomeBuy purchases. If the full
ownership sale type is not included in the list of options, tick ‘Any Other Equity Loan scheme’.
Equity Loan schemes
Equity loan schemes, sometimes known as equity percentage schemes or equity share
schemes, a purchaser provides a certain proportion of the purchase price through deposit and
mortgage, with the remainder coming as an equity loan from the Private Registered Provider. In
publicly funded versions, the Government contributes some grant to the PRP to enable it to
make the equity loan.
The equity loan represents a percentage of the purchase price and is repayable voluntarily, in
whole or in part, while the purchaser remains the owner. The amount to be redeemed depends
on the change in value of the property. So, if an equity loan represented 50% of the original
purchase price of £200,000, and the property had increased in value to £240,000 at the time of
redemption, the amount required to redeem that loan would be £120,000. No interest is
charged on the equity loan but, in some variants, a small annual fee becomes payable after a
few years.
The repairing responsibility falls to the purchaser. Repayment of the equity loan becomes
compulsory after 25 years or when the purchaser sells on.
Occasionally, the PRP is the freeholder but, in most cases, the equity loan is the PRP’s only
interest in the property. Unlike shared ownership, equity loan does not make any specific
provisions which might lead to re-sales.
Examples of subsidised equity loan schemes are: MyChoice HomeBuy, Ownhome, HomeBuy
Direct, Expanded Open Market HomeBuy (closed), Open Market HomeBuy with Government
Loan Only (closed), the First Time Buyers Initiative and earlier schemes, now closed, known
simply as HomeBuy.
New Build HomeBuy is the name of the Homes England’s shared ownership programme.
(Although for a brief period during 2006/07, there did exist an equity loan scheme described as
New Build HomeBuy).
Mortgage rescue
Mortgage rescue schemes are not to be included as for the purposes of CORE. See Glossary
for more details.
Question 30a – Length in property

Enter length of time in property prior to purchase, rounding to the nearest year. It is expected this
to be less than 80 years.
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Question 31 – Full purchase price

Enter the full purchase price (market value before any discount) of the property before any
loans, grants, discounts or subsidies are applied. For RTB or PRTB sales, enter the full price of
the property without any percentage discount.
The summed value of mortgage (question 34) and deposit (question 36) should equal the
purchase price (question 31) minus any loans / grants / discounts or subsidies given (question
32).
Question 32 – Loan / grant / discount / subsidy given (all except RTB, PRTB, VRTB, Rent to
Buy)

Enter the amount of loan, grant, discount or subsidy given on the property being purchased
Question 33 - % discount (RTB, PRTB, VRTB only)

If the property is being sold to an existing tenant under the RTB or PRTB, enter the percentage
discount from the full market value that is being given. For sales where the discount is capped,
the capped amount should be entered. For example, if the purchaser is entitled to a 50%
discount but the discount is capped at 35%, the discount to be entered is 35%.
Question 34 - Mortgage

Enter the amount of the mortgage the purchaser has agreed with the mortgage lender,
excluding any deposits or other cash payments. For HomeBuy, do not include any equity or
interest-free loans.
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Enter the name of the mortgage lender. If the mortgage lender is not on the list provided,
please select ‘Other’ and provide the name in the box provided.
Enter the length of the mortgage, rounding to the nearest year. It is expected this will be less
than 60 years.
Question 35 – Extra borrowing

If the mortgage includes borrowing beyond the purchase price of the property, tick the ‘Yes’
box; if not, tick the ‘No’ box. Additional borrowing would include money for home improvements.
This information is used to explain why the mortgage plus the deposit is greater than the
discounted price of the property being purchased.
Question 36 – Cash deposit

Enter the total cash sum paid by the purchaser towards the property that was not funded by the
mortgage, that is, the difference between the cost of the property (after any loan or discount
has been applied) and the mortgage. Do not include any grant or loans in this figure.
Question 37 - Charges

Enter any monthly charges payable on leasehold sales.
Include service charges and management charges which may cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

day-to-day repairs
transfers to a cyclical maintenance fund
building insurance
cleaning
gardening and lighting (communal areas)
audit fees
wardens/scheme managers.

Section 3: Outright sales / other sales
This section (questions 30 - 37) should be completed if the sale type is any of the following:
•
•

Outright sales
Other sales
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Outright Sales - where the property is sold outright. Please do not record non-social use
disposals or auctions as Outright Sales; disposals and auctions should not be recorded as
CORE only records sales to qualifying households as Affordable Home Ownership.
Other Sale - any other social sale of property which does not fall into specified categories in
Sections 1 and 2 of the log (e.g. DIYSOs funded by local authorities but run through registered
social landlords, voluntary sales). Discounted Market Sales (DMS) should also be recorded
under ‘Other sale’.
If you are unable to collect the mortgage and deposit details for these types of sales, please
tick the ‘Purchaser(s) not interviewed’ box on the first page, above question 1.
Question 38 – Type of sale

Tick the appropriate box depending on the type of sale. If ‘Other sale’, please enter the name of
the scheme in the box provided.
Question 39 – Does not exist
Note there is no question 39 as this was removed in a previous year. The existing numbering
system was retained in order to maintain consistency and minimise confusion.
Question 40 – Full purchase price

Enter the full purchase price which is the market value of the property before any discounts are
applied.
The value given for purchase price (question 40) should equal the mortgage amount (question 41)
plus the deposit paid (question 43).
Question 41 - Mortgage
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Enter the amount of the mortgage the purchaser has agreed with the mortgage lender,
excluding any deposits or other cash payments. For HomeBuy, do not include any equity or
interest-free loans.
Enter the name of the mortgage lender. If the mortgage lender is not on the list provided,
please select ‘Other’ and provide the name in the box provided.
Enter the length of the mortgage, rounding to the nearest year. It is expected this will be less than
60 years.
Question 42 – Extra borrowing

If the mortgage includes borrowing beyond the purchase price of the property, tick the ‘Yes’
box; if not, tick the ‘No’ box. Additional borrowing would include money for home improvements.
This information is used to explain why the mortgage plus the deposit is greater than the
discounted price of the property being purchased.
Question 43 – Cash deposit

Enter the total cash sum paid by the purchaser towards the property that was not funded by the
mortgage, that is, the difference between the cost of the property (after any discount has been
applied) and the mortgage.
Question 44 - Charges

Enter any monthly charges payable on leasehold sales.
Include service charges and management charges which may cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

day-to-day repairs
transfers to a cyclical maintenance fund
building insurance
cleaning
gardening and lighting (communal areas)
audit fees
wardens/scheme managers.
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16.

CORE Sales – glossary for sales

Affordable Home Ownership (formerly LCHO)
There are 3 broad categories of scheme which give financial assistance to people who aspire to
home ownership and who meet certain qualifying conditions for such assistance:
(a) Shared ownership schemes
The purchaser buys part of the property value and pays rent to the Private Registered Providershared owner on the remaining portion. Under the original scheme, this initial purchase must be
between 25% and 75% of the equity. Under the 2021 model, it must be between 10% and 75% of
the equity. Later, the shared owner may buy additional shares in “staircasing” transactions and
may purchase up to the full property equity this way.
There are variations on the basic shared ownership which may be recorded in CORE Sales:
social HomeBuy on shared ownership terms, Older Persons Shared Ownership for the elderly,
Rural restricted equity, Home Ownership for people with Long Term Disabilities (HOLD), Rent
to Buy: Shared Ownership, Right to Shared Ownership, and Shared Ownership – 2021 model
lease. Do It Yourself Shared Ownership (DIYSO) may also by recorded under “Shared
Ownership”.
(b) Equity loan schemes
The purchaser buys a proportion of the property and obtains a loan to fund the remaining
portion.
Examples of subsidised equity loan schemes are MyChoice HomeBuy, Ownhome, HomeBuy
Direct, Expanded Open Market HomeBuy (closed), Open Market HomeBuy with Government
Loan Only (closed), the First Time Buyers Initiative and earlier schemes, now closed, known
simply as HomeBuy.
(c) Discounts on the purchase price
Sitting tenants are offered a discount on the value of the property they purchase.
Examples are: Right to Buy, Preserved Right to Buy, Right to Acquire and Social HomeBuy,
Voluntary sales at a discount and Section 106 transferable discounts.
Closed discount schemes
Older grant-assisted schemes which gave tenants a one-off discount on purchase of a home
include Home Ownership for Tenants of Charitable Housing Associations (HOTCHA), the
Tenant Incentive Scheme (TIS), Voluntary Purchase Grant (VPG) and Leasehold schemes for
the elderly (LSE).
Home Ownership for people with Long-term Disabilities (HOLD)
This is shared ownership scheme where the purchaser with a disability identifies a suitable
property on the open market. The Private Registered Providers buys it and grants a shared
ownership lease on NBHB terms to the purchaser. The PRP may also enter into a financial
agreement to carry out some of the repairs and maintenance for the purchaser. These can be
re-sold by the PRP if it buys back 100%.
Mortgage Rescue
Homes England have 2 schemes for private sector homeowners in difficulty with their mortgage
payments (Note: neither of these are sales for purposes of the CORE log).
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Under Government Mortgage to Rent, a Private Registered Provider buys the house and rents
it back to the former homeowner on an assured shorthold tenancy at an intermediate market
rent. Under the Shared equity version, the homeowner remains the owner but takes an equity
loan from a Private Registered Provider, which reduces payments to the original lender to an
affordable level.
Preserved Right to Buy (PRTB)
When a local authority transfers its stock to another social landlord, such as a Private
Registered Provider, those tenants who were eligible to purchase their home under the Right to
Buy scheme have this right preserved with their new landlord. The terms are the same as under
the Right to Buy.
Older Persons Shared Ownership
This is the amalgamation of Leasehold Schemes for the Elderly (LSE) and Shared Ownership
for the elderly. Anything that fell under these categories previously should now be put under
this new code.
Shared Ownership for the Elderly is an Affordable Home Ownership shared ownership scheme,
which is restricted to people aged 55 or over. The lease does not allow them to staircase
beyond a 75% share but, once they reach that limit, they pay no rent on the share retained by
the Private Registered Provider. These can be re-sold by the PRP if shares repurchased.
Rent to Buy scheme
Under this scheme, prospective purchasers occupy their intended home as an assured
shorthold tenant for a period of up to 5 years, during which they have an opportunity of taking a
shared ownership lease or purchase the property in full. During the 5 years, they pay an
intermediate rent and can then save for a deposit. CORE does record the initial letting and the
subsequent sale.
When a Rent to Buy sale has taken place, the sale type should be recorded with the same
postcodes in question 14 (property location) and question 7 (previous location). Question 6
(previous tenure) should be recorded as PRP tenant.
Rent to Buy – Shared Ownership scheme
Available through a range of PRPs for tenants typically on an assured shorthold, properties are
rented to households for a predefined period with the expectation that they will buy a share of
the property at the end of the rental period. This scheme is normally only available for new build
homes. Please record sales of homes under Rent to Buy at the point of property purchase, not
the commencement of the rental period.
A share in the property can be purchased at any point of the tenancy; however, households will
be assessed to determine property affordability and eligibility at the end of the rental period.
For further information, please consult the following online site: https://www.gov.uk/affordablehome-ownership-schemes/shared-ownership-schemes
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Right to Acquire (RTA)
This statutory scheme gives the tenant the right to purchase certain properties provided by a
Private Registered Provider using Social Housing Grant on or after 1st April 1997, or who have
been transferred from a local council to the PRP on or after 1st April 1997. The one-off
discounts will vary according to where in England the property is situated. PRPs claim
Purchase Grant to cover the discount given to the purchaser.
Right to Buy (RTB)
The Housing Act 1985 gives secure tenants of non-charitable Private Registered Provider the
right to purchase their property at a one-off discount. The size of the discount depends upon
the number of years the purchaser has been a tenant but is subject to a cash limit.
Right to Shared Ownership
The Right to Shared Ownership gives eligible tenants who occupy eligible properties the right to
purchase their social or affordable rented property on Shared Ownership terms. Tenants must
have been a social tenant for at least 3 years and must have lived at the current property for at
least 12 months. They are able to make an initial share purchase of between 10% and 75% of the
property value, per the new Shared Ownership scheme terms (see Shared Ownership – 2021
model lease) and later buy additional shares and staircase to full ownership
.
Rural restricted equity
This is an Affordable Home Ownership shared ownership scheme used particularly in rural
communities that lack sufficient affordable housing. The lease does not allow the shared owner
to staircase beyond an 80% share. Unlike Shared Ownership for the Elderly, the rural shared
owners continue to pay rent on the 20% that they cannot purchase. They can be re-sold if the
PRP repurchases 100%. In certain circumstances, Homes England may contribute grant to the
repurchase so that the PRP can re-sell a smaller share to a purchaser from the local
community.
Section 106 transferable discounts
These discounts, given under planning laws, typically assist a first-time buyer to buy within their
local area. The discount, expressed as a proportion of prevailing market value, transfers from 1
first-time buyer to the next, as long as subsequent buyers can be found who meet the Section
106 criteria.
Shared Ownership
See ‘Affordable Home Ownership’ shared ownership.
Shared Ownership – 2021 model lease
This is a refresh of the Shared Ownership scheme. In the 2021 model lease, tenants may
purchase an initial share of 10% of their property instead of 25% and buy additional shares in
increments of 1% or more. The 2021 model lease also reduces purchasing fees for staircasing
transactions and gives shared owners more control when they come to sell their home.
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Social HomeBuy
This is a Low-Cost Home Ownership shared ownership scheme which is available only to sitting
tenants, who may buy their home under a shared ownership lease or buy it outright based on
the local Right to Acquire Discount. Under either option, the tenant obtains a discoun t on the
purchase price. In the shared ownership option, the former tenant gets further discounts upon
staircasing. Those in shared ownership can be re-sold as described in the basic Affordable
Home Ownership shared ownership scheme. Homes England provides a grant to finance the
discount.
Staircasing transaction
A staircasing transaction is when an existing shared owner household purchases additional
shares in their shared property, increasing the proportion they own and decreasing the
proportion the housing association owns. Once the household purchases 100% of the shares,
they own the property outright.
Voluntary Right to Buy (VRTB)
The extension of Right to Buy to tenants of Private Registered Providers through a voluntary
agreement by the Private Registered Provider.
Voluntary sales at a discount
Subject to the social housing regulators consent, stock may be sold to sitting tenants
voluntarily, either at market value or at a discount that is no more favorable than under the
Government’s statutory schemes. There is no grant for such discounts.
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Appendix A: Local Authority ONS codes
This table displays all LAs across the UK as at 1st April 2021. It includes a look-up against previous LA
areas, including the date of merger.

Local Authority
(LA)
Aberdeen City
Aberdeenshire
Adur
Allerdale
Amber Valley
Angus
Antrim and
Newtownabbey
Ards and North
Down
Argyll and Bute
Armagh City,
Banbridge and
Craigavon
Arun
Ashfield
Ashford
Babergh
Barking and
Dagenham
Barnet
Barnsley
Barrow-in-Furness
Basildon
Basingstoke and
Deane
Bassetlaw
Bath and North East
Somerset
Bedford
Belfast
Bexley
Birmingham
Blaby
Blackburn with
Darwen
Blackpool
Blaenau Gwent

Previous LAs, codes and date of merger
ONS Code
Previous LA 1

Previous LA 2

Previous LA 3

Previous LA 4

Previous LA

S12000033
S12000034
E07000223
E07000026
E07000032
S12000041
N09000001
N09000011
S12000035
N09000002
E07000224
E07000170
E07000105
E07000200
E09000002
E09000003
E08000016
E07000027
E07000066
E07000084
E07000171
E06000022
E06000055
N09000003
E09000004
E08000025
E07000129
E06000008
E06000009
W06000019
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Bolsover
Bolton
Boston
Bournemouth,
Christchurch and
Poole (UA)
Bracknell Forest
Bradford
Braintree
Breckland
Brent
Brentwood
Bridgend
Brighton and Hove
Bristol, City of
Broadland
Bromley
Bromsgrove
Broxbourne
Broxtowe

E07000033
E08000001
E07000136

Buckinghamshire

E06000060

Burnley
Bury
Caerphilly
Calderdale
Cambridge
Camden
Cannock Chase
Canterbury
Cardiff
Carlisle
Carmarthenshire
Castle Point
Causeway Coast and
Glens
Central Bedfordshire
Ceredigion
Charnwood
Chelmsford
Cheltenham
Cherwell
Cheshire East
Cheshire West and
Chester
Chesterfield
Chichester
Chorley

E07000117
E08000002
W06000018
E08000033
E07000008
E09000007
E07000192
E07000106
W06000015
E07000028
W06000010
E07000069

E06000058

Bournemouth
(UA) – April
2019

Poole (UA) –
April 2019

Christchurch (DC)
– April 2019

Aylesbury –
April 2020

Chiltern –
April 2020

South
Buckinghamshire
– April 2020

E06000036
E08000032
E07000067
E07000143
E09000005
E07000068
W06000013
E06000043
E06000023
E07000144
E09000006
E07000234
E07000095
E07000172
Wycombe –
April 2020

N09000004
E06000056
W06000008
E07000130
E07000070
E07000078
E07000177
E06000049
E06000050
E07000034
E07000225
E07000118
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City of Edinburgh
City of London
Clackmannanshire
Colchester
Conwy
Copeland
Cornwall
Cotswold
County Durham
Coventry
Craven
Crawley
Croydon
Dacorum
Darlington
Dartford
Denbighshire
Derby
Derbyshire Dales
Derry City and
Strabane
Doncaster

S12000036
E09000001
S12000005
E07000071
W06000003
E07000029
E06000052
E07000079
E06000047
E08000026
E07000163
E07000226
E09000008
E07000096
E06000005
E07000107
W06000004
E06000015
E07000035
N09000005
E08000017

Dorset Council (UA)

E06000059

Dover
Dudley
Dumfries and
Galloway
Dundee City
Ealing
East Ayrshire
East Cambridgeshire
East Devon
East Dunbartonshire
East Hampshire
East Hertfordshire
East Lindsey
East Lothian
East Renfrewshire
East Riding of
Yorkshire
East Staffordshire

E07000108
E08000027

East Suffolk (DC)

E07000244

Eastbourne
Eastleigh
Eden

E07000061
E07000086
E07000030

East Dorset
(DC) – April
2019

West Dorset
(DC) – April
2019

Suffolk Coastal
(DC) – April
2019

Waveney (DC)
– April 2019

North Dorset (DC)
– April 2019

Weymouth &
Portland (DC) –
April 2019

Purbeck (DC
– April 2019

S12000006
S12000042
E09000009
S12000008
E07000009
E07000040
S12000045
E07000085
E07000242
E07000137
S12000010
S12000011
E06000011
E07000193
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Elmbridge
Enfield
Epping Forest
Epsom and Ewell
Erewash
Exeter
Falkirk
Fareham
Fenland
Fermanagh and
Omagh
Fife
Flintshire
Folkestone and
Hythe
Forest of Dean
Fylde
Gateshead
Gedling
Glasgow City
Gloucester
Gosport
Gravesham
Great Yarmouth
Greenwich
Guildford
Gwynedd
Hackney
Halton
Hambleton
Hammersmith and
Fulham
Harborough
Haringey
Harlow
Harrogate
Harrow
Hart
Hartlepool
Hastings
Havant
Havering
Herefordshire,
County of
Hertsmere
High Peak
Highland
Hillingdon

E07000207
E09000010
E07000072
E07000208
E07000036
E07000041
S12000014
E07000087
E07000010
N09000006
S12000047
W06000005
E07000112
E07000080
E07000119
E08000037
E07000173
S12000046
E07000081
E07000088
E07000109
E07000145
E09000011
E07000209
W06000002
E09000012
E06000006
E07000164
E09000013
E07000131
E09000014
E07000073
E07000165
E09000015
E07000089
E06000001
E07000062
E07000090
E09000016
E06000019
E07000098
E07000037
S12000017
E09000017
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Hinckley and
Bosworth
Horsham
Hounslow
Huntingdonshire
Hyndburn
Inverclyde
Ipswich
Isle of Anglesey
Isle of Wight
Isles of Scilly
Islington
Kensington and
Chelsea
King's Lynn and
West Norfolk
Kingston upon Hull,
City of
Kingston upon
Thames
Kirklees
Knowsley
Lambeth
Lancaster
Leeds
Leicester
Lewes
Lewisham
Lichfield
Lincoln
Lisburn and
Castlereagh
Liverpool
Luton
Maidstone
Maldon
Malvern Hills
Manchester
Mansfield
Medway
Melton
Mendip
Merthyr Tydfil
Merton
Mid and East Antrim
Mid Devon
Mid Suffolk
Mid Sussex
Mid Ulster

E07000132
E07000227
E09000018
E07000011
E07000120
S12000018
E07000202
W06000001
E06000046
E06000053
E09000019
E09000020
E07000146
E06000010
E09000021
E08000034
E08000011
E09000022
E07000121
E08000035
E06000016
E07000063
E09000023
E07000194
E07000138
N09000007
E08000012
E06000032
E07000110
E07000074
E07000235
E08000003
E07000174
E06000035
E07000133
E07000187
W06000024
E09000024
N09000008
E07000042
E07000203
E07000228
N09000009
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Middlesbrough
Midlothian
Milton Keynes
Mole Valley
Monmouthshire
Moray
Na h-Eileanan Siar
Neath Port Talbot
New Forest
Newark and
Sherwood
Newcastle upon
Tyne
Newcastle-underLyme
Newham
Newport
Newry, Mourne and
Down
North Ayrshire
North Devon
North East
Derbyshire
North East
Lincolnshire
North Hertfordshire
North Kesteven
North Lanarkshire
North Lincolnshire
North Norfolk
North
Northamptonshire
North Somerset
North Tyneside
North Warwickshire
North West
Leicestershire
Northumberland
Norwich
Nottingham
Nuneaton and
Bedworth
Oadby and Wigston
Oldham
Orkney Islands
Oxford
Pembrokeshire

E06000002
S12000019
E06000042
E07000210
W06000021
S12000020
S12000013
W06000012
E07000091
E07000175
E08000021
E07000195
E09000025
W06000022
N09000010
S12000021
E07000043
E07000038
E06000012
E07000099
E07000139
S12000044
E06000013
E07000147
E06000061

Corby – April
2021

East
Northamptonshire – April
2021

Kettering – April
2021

Wellingborough
– April 2021

E06000024
E08000022
E07000218
E07000134
E06000057
E07000148
E06000018
E07000219
E07000135
E08000004
S12000023
E07000178
W06000009
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Pendle
Perth and Kinross
Peterborough
Plymouth
Portsmouth
Powys
Preston
Reading
Redbridge
Redcar and
Cleveland
Redditch
Reigate and
Banstead
Renfrewshire
Rhondda Cynon Taf
Ribble Valley
Richmond upon
Thames
Richmondshire
Rochdale
Rochford
Rossendale
Rother
Rotherham
Rugby
Runnymede
Rushcliffe
Rushmoor
Rutland
Ryedale
Salford
Sandwell
Scarborough
Scottish Borders
Sedgemoor
Sefton
Selby
Sevenoaks
Sheffield
Shetland Islands
Shropshire
Slough
Solihull

E07000122
S12000048
E06000031
E06000026
E06000044
W06000023
E07000123
E06000038
E09000026
E06000003
E07000236
E07000211
S12000038
W06000016
E07000124
E09000027
E07000166
E08000005
E07000075
E07000125
E07000064
E08000018
E07000220
E07000212
E07000176
E07000092
E06000017
E07000167
E08000006
E08000028
E07000168
S12000026
E07000188
E08000014
E07000169
E07000111
E08000019
S12000027
E06000051
E06000039
E08000029

Somerset West and
Taunton (DC)

E07000246

South Ayrshire

S12000028

West
Somerset (DC)
– April 2019

Taunton
Deane (DC) –
April 2019
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South
Cambridgeshire
South Derbyshire
South
Gloucestershire
South Hams
South Holland
South Kesteven
South Lakeland
South Lanarkshire
South Norfolk
South Oxfordshire
South Ribble
South Somerset
South Staffordshire
South Tyneside
Southampton
Southend-on-Sea
Southwark
Spelthorne
St Albans
St. Helens
Stafford
Staffordshire
Moorlands
Stevenage
Stirling
Stockport
Stockton-on-Tees
Stoke-on-Trent
Stratford-on-Avon
Stroud
Sunderland
Surrey Heath
Sutton
Swale
Swansea
Swindon
Tameside
Tamworth
Tandridge
Teignbridge
Telford and Wrekin
Tendring
Test Valley
Tewkesbury
Thanet
Three Rivers

E07000012
E07000039
E06000025
E07000044
E07000140
E07000141
E07000031
S12000029
E07000149
E07000179
E07000126
E07000189
E07000196
E08000023
E06000045
E06000033
E09000028
E07000213
E07000240
E08000013
E07000197
E07000198
E07000243
S12000030
E08000007
E06000004
E06000021
E07000221
E07000082
E08000024
E07000214
E09000029
E07000113
W06000011
E06000030
E08000008
E07000199
E07000215
E07000045
E06000020
E07000076
E07000093
E07000083
E07000114
E07000102
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Thurrock
Tonbridge and
Malling
Torbay
Torfaen
Torridge
Tower Hamlets
Trafford
Tunbridge Wells
Uttlesford
Vale of Glamorgan
Vale of White Horse
Wakefield
Walsall
Waltham Forest
Wandsworth
Warrington
Warwick
Watford
Waverley
Wealden
Welwyn Hatfield
West Berkshire
West Devon
West
Dunbartonshire
West Lancashire
West Lindsey
West Lothian

E06000034
E07000115
E06000027
W06000020
E07000046
E09000030
E08000009
E07000116
E07000077
W06000014
E07000180
E08000036
E08000030
E09000031
E09000032
E06000007
E07000222
E07000103
E07000216
E07000065
E07000241
E06000037
E07000047
S12000039
E07000127
E07000142
S12000040

West
Northamptonshire

E06000062

West Oxfordshire

E07000181

West Suffolk (DC)

E07000245

Westminster
Wigan
Wiltshire
Winchester
Windsor and
Maidenhead
Wirral
Woking
Wokingham
Wolverhampton
Worcester
Worthing

E09000033
E08000010
E06000054
E07000094

Daventry –
April 2021

Northampton
– April 2021

Forest Heath
(DC) – April
2019

St.
Edmundsbury
(DC) – April
2019

South
Northamptonshire
– April 2021

E06000040
E08000015
E07000217
E06000041
E08000031
E07000237
E07000229
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Wrexham

W06000006

Wychavon

E07000238

Wyre
Wyre Forest
York

E07000128
E07000239
E06000014
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Appendix B: Homelessness
Homelessness legislation – amended for the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017
Homeless legislation prior to April 2018 constituted:
-

Part 7 of the Housing Act 1996
o The primary homelessness legislation which provides the statutory underpinning for
action to prevent homelessness and ssistance to people threatened with or who are
actually homeless.

-

Homelessness Act 2002 and the Homelessness (Priority Need for Accommodation)
(England) Order 2002
o Required a homelessness strategy from every housing authority to be reviewed
every 5 years, with reasonable assistance from social services authorities, which
sets out plans for prevention and for securing sufficient accommodation and support;
o Strengthened assistance by extending priority need categories to specific young
and/or vulnerable groups.

The Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 (HRA) came into force on 3rd April 2018. This significantly
reformed the existing homelessness legislation (Part 7 of the Housing Act 1996, the
Homelessness (Priority Need for Accommodation) Order 2002, and the Homelessness Act 2008)
by placing duties on local authorities to intervene at earlier stages to prevent homelessness in
their areas.
There are 4 key changes in the Act that affect the submission of CORE data:
•

An extension of the period 'threatened with homelessness’ from 28 to 56 days.

•

A new duty to prevent homelessness
This is to ensure that all eligible people in danger of becoming homeless are given
tailored support, regardless of their priority need, if they intentionally became
homeless or local connections. Local Housing Authorities must make reasonable
steps to help people avoid becoming homeless.

•

A new duty to relieve homelessness
This is to ensure that all eligible people found homeless are given tailored support,
regardless of their priority need, if they intentionally became homeless or local
connections. Local Housing Authorities must make reasonable steps to help people
into accommodation.

•

A new duty to refer
This is a duty on certain public authorities to refer people who they believe may be
homeless or in danger of becoming homeless, to a housing authority.

The main housing duty remains (i.e. if homelessness is not successfully prevented or relieved), a
housing authority will owe the main housing duty to people who are eligible, have a priority need
for accommodation and are not homeless intentionally.
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For detailed information on the HRA and new duties, see the gov.uk guidance at:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/homelessness-code-of-guidance-for-local-authorities/overview-ofthe-homelessness-legislation
Homelessness in CORE
The statutory homeless question (question 13) in CORE Lettings was amended in the 2019/20
forms to reflect the new duties placed on the local authority, depending on the situation of the
household, as introduced through the HRA.
Response options to ‘whether statutorily homeless’
- Assessed as threatened with homelessness within 56 days by a local authority and owed a
homelessness duty
- Other homeless (i.e. not statutorily homeless but considered homeless by the letting
landlord)
- Not homeless
The reason for Reasonable Preference granted question (question 14) in CORE Lettings was
amended in the 19/20 forms to reflect the new definition of homelessness, with the ‘threatened
with homelessness’ period increased from 28 to 56 days.
Definitions relating to homelessness
Advisory services
The housing authority has a duty to provide advice and information about homelessness, the
prevention of homelessness and the rights of homeless people or those at risk of homelessness,
as well as the help that is available from the housing authority or others and how to access that
help. The service should be designed with certain listed vulnerable groups in mind and authorities
can provide it themselves or arrange for other agencies to do it on their behalf.
Duty to refer
The Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 introduced a duty on certain public authorities to refer
service users who they think may be homeless or threatened with homelessness to a housing
authority. The service user must give consent and can choose which authority to be referred to.
Intentionally homeless
A person would be homeless intentionally where homelessness was the consequence of a
deliberate action or omission by that person. A deliberate act might be a decision to leave the
previous accommodation even though it would have been reasonable for the person (and
everyone in the person’s household) to continue to live there. A deliberate omission might be nonpayment of rent that led to rent arrears and eviction despite the rent being affordable.
Main homeless duty
If homelessness is not successfully prevented or relieved, a housing authority will owe the main
housing duty to applicants who are eligible, have a priority need for accommodation and are not
homeless intentionally. Housing authorities must ensure that suitable accommodation is available
for the applicant and their household until the duty ends, usually through the offer of a settled
home (whether accepted or rejected). The tenancy should be a secure tenancy with a local
authority, offer from private registered provider or a tenancy of at least 12 months with a private
landlord by arrangement of the local authority. The duty can also be ended for other reasons, such
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as the applicant turning down a suitable offer of temporary accommodation or because they are
no longer eligible for assistance.
Prevention duty
Housing authorities have a duty to take reasonable steps to help prevent any eligible person
(regardless of priority need status, intentionality and whether they have a local connection) who is
threatened with homelessness from becoming homeless. This means either helping them to stay
in their current accommodation or helping them to find a new place to live before they become
homeless. The prevention duty continues for 56 days unless it is ended by an event such as
accommodation being secured for the person or by their becoming homeless.
Priority need
Certain categories of household, such as pregnant women, families with children and households
that are homeless due to an emergency such as a fire or flood, have priority need if homeless.
Other groups may be assessed as having priority need because they are vulnerable as a result of
old age, mental ill-health, physical disability, having been in prison or care or as a result of
becoming homeless due to domestic abuse.
Relief duty
If the applicant is already homeless, or becomes homeless despite activity during the prevention
stage, the reasonable steps will be focused on helping the applicant to secure accommodation.
This relief duty lasts for 56 days unless ended in another way. If the housing authority has reason
to believe a homeless applicant may be eligible for assistance and have a priority need, they must
be provided with interim accommodation.
Suitable accommodation
Accommodation secured by housing authorities to prevent or relieve homelessness must always
be ‘suitable’ and there are particular standards set when private rented accommodation is secured
for households which have priority need. Under the Homelessness (Suitability of Accommodation)
(England) Order 2003, bed and breakfast accommodation is not considered suitable for families
with children and households that include a pregnant woman, except where there is no other
accommodation available, and then only for a maximum of 6 weeks. The Secretary of State
considers that bed and breakfast accommodation is unsuitable for 16 and 17-year-olds.
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